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Fifty Years of Go Home

npHE SUMMER of 1948 concluded the fiftieth year of the Mada-

waska Club's occupation of its site on the rocks and islands of

Go Home Bay. The 25th anniversary was celebrated, in 1923, by

the publication of a history relating the particulars of the foundation

of the club in 1898 and of the events of its first quarter century. The

board of directors for 1948 authorized a companion publication to

record the fifty year period.

In the opinion of the committee, the founding of the club and

the events surrounding its early days still remain the most important

features of Go Home's history. While covering the whole fifty year

period in the present volume, the committee has aimed at supplement-

ing the earlier volume, where they overlap. Particular reference is

made here to the articles by J. C. Robertson and C. A. Chant which

form important additions to our records of the early days.

How to go about compiling a history of a community so change-

less as that at Go Home posed a serious problem to the committee.

After all, what has happened at Go Home in fifty years? It is true

the great majority of the young men and women who were the

original cottage builders in 1899 and 1900 have passed on, after ex-

periencing eventful and often distinguished lives. But Go Home
has remained, all through the half century, curiously unchanged.

Many of the original cottages still stand, precisely as they were.

There is a greater resemblance to be found at Go Home to things

and to people as they were fifty years ago than anywhere else. The

grown-up grandchildren of the founders bear, for the most part, so

striking a resemblance to the founders that the familiars of Go Home
can glance over the throng at the steamer dock and place them all.

The landscape of Go Home has altered either imperceptibly or not at



all. In more wooded country, the face of the land changes with

time. Rocks do not. Thus we may say that, while the summers of

the life-time of two generations have been spent at Go Home, such

is the serenity, the simplicity of the place itself, and so impervious

are its rocks to any marks men may make, that those who have

come and gone in the half century have been obliged to wrestle

with events elsewhere. The genius of Go Home for fifty years has

been that it, in itself, offers no scope to history.

True, there have been some intrusions. Speed boats, aircraft,

gasoline driven water pumps and other novelties have come : but the

average Go Homer is largely unaware of them: they will soon be

gone, he expects.

The majority of the cottages at Go Home are still in the pos-

session of the families of the original builders. There have been

newcomers: but they never came as strangers to Go Home. Most

of them first arrived as visitors of members. Then they rented cot-

tages and finally they became members; and built. The illusion at

any rate, is that no stranger ever came to Go Home.

On July 31, 1948, on the point of Long Island in front of Dr.

PiersoPs cottage, the fiftieth anniversary of the Madawaska Club

was celebrated by a supper picnic and bonfire at which over 300

people were present. Prof. W. J. Loudon, the only living charter

member of the club, was at Go Home at the time, but he did not

attend the gathering, preferring, as he says in the written message

he sent to the bonfire, and which is included in this history, to sit

on his verandah and watch the reflection of the bonfire and count

the fifty rockets from afar. Volume VIII of "Studies of Student

Life," by Prof. Loudon, published in 1948, sub-titled "Pioneers", is

a very detailed and entertaining account of the founding of the

Madawaska Club, and it is most heartily recommended to everyone

interested in Go Home.

The committee realizes that the only possible form a history of

the Madawaska Club can take is in the personal recollections of its

members. At the 50th anniversary bonfire, therefore, the request

for contributions to this volume was made, and subsequently fol-

lowed by circulars and by posters at the steamer dock.

The bulk of the material here presented is the result of that

request. And the warm thanks of the committee are extended to

those who have responded so generously.
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The Second Summer and the

Building of the First Cottages

by J. C. Robertson

THE HISTORICAL RECORD of the first 25 years' life of the

Madawaska Club, published in 1923, opened appropriately with
an account of the founding" of the Club, the obtaining of the Charter,

and the activities of its first summer. It has seemed fitting that

this present record should contain a corresponding account of the

second summer's activities when the first cottages were built and
occupied, and thus a beginning was made of the community life of

separate families which the Club was instituted to foster and make
possible and which has proved so noteworthy a success.

The first steps to accomplish this end had already been taken
in the preceding summer (that of 1898) when several of the mem-
bers staying at the Club House had selected sites on which, they
proposed to build. For various obvious reasons practically all these

sites were not far distant from the central location of the Club
House and the projected steamer wharf, and none of them entailed

crossing wide and wind-swept stretches of water. The day of the

motor launch was far in the future ; row boats and canoes were the

universal means of communication, though a few small open dinghies

were soon to begin to appear. Then, in order to lessen the labor of

housekeeping, some families were expecting to take their meals
mostly or entirely at the Club House, at least for the time being;

and all would be dependent for supplies and furnishings and trans-

portation on the steamer service that was to be provided the next
season. The most distant site to be built on in 1899 was the one
chosen by Dr. Burwash, who, with Mrs. Burwash, had spent not a
little time the previous summer exploring the neighborhood, and
who came back to the Club House one day announcing that he had
discovered an ideal site where there was a fine stretch of sandy
beach such as belonged to no other location in the Bay. To some it

seemed pretty far removed from the centre of things, and as for its

being "ideal," this was an epithet that everyone applied to the site

of his own choosing. Indeed one of the admirable features of the

Club all down the years has been the fact that no one would ever

admit that any other site was superior to his own; there has been
an edifying freedom from the sin of coveting one's neighbor's pro-

perty.

The steamer service in 1899 was very much more satisfactory
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than it had been in 1898, when a small tug came in at irregular inter-

vals and landed its passengers and freight at the rocky point close

by the Club boat-house. To be sure, if the weather was favorable
and the need was urgent, one could be taken out to Red Rock, where
the steamer plying daily between Parry Sound and Penetang would
stop on signal and allow passengers to climb a short ladder from the
row boat into her lower deck. This steamer, the City of Toronto,
was a paddle-wheel vessel, much larger than the Midland City of
today. At that time no railway ran into Parry Sound from the south,

and this commodious steamer was a chief factor in providing con-
tact with the outer world. At the same time, while summer cottages

along the Georgian Bay were few and far between, there was a great
deal of lumbering activity along the shore. Booms of logs on their

way to the southern mills were then a familiar sight. There was
therefore traffic enough to justify a large steamer plying these
waters for the whole period when navigation was open. The officials

of the company undertook to begin in 1899 coming in to Go Home
to a wharf built on a site approved by them. The service was a
daily one — in a sense; the steamer called on its way down to

Penetang* one day, and on its way north the next. Today that would
be considered rather a poor service, but many cottagers were gen-
uinely sorry when a change was made and the steamer began, as now,
to call twice a day. It was a great relief to know that, when the

steamer left in the morning, it would not be back until late the next
afternoon, to bring intrusions from the outer world. Naturally, un-

der these circumstances, today's one-day "shopping trips" were un-

known, as was the present custom of going down for the day to get

one's hair cut. For a summer or two, when a hair-cut became really

necessary and the family scissors were not equal to the job, Professor

Fraser was good enough to officiate in his grove, not only effectively

but gratuitously.

And now that the ground has been cleared and these prelimin-

ary explanations are finished, we come to the record of events in the

Bay in the summer of 1899. On Saturday, the 20th of May,, a small

party of prospective builders of cottage homes was gathered in the

Club House. So far as memory serves me, there were present Pro-

fessors W. J. Loudon and C. H. C. Wright, Dean Galbraith, Professor

F. H. Wallace, Dr. James Ballantyne, and Professors W. H. Fraser

and J. C. Robertson. Dr. D. J. G. Wishart also may have been one

of the party, but of this I cannot be sure. The first three of these

were probably already at Go Home when the rest arrived. Profes-

sors Loudon and Wright had been the real founders of the Club,

without whose initiative and untiring labors it could never have

* Until the change from the Waubic to the Midland City in 1921 Penetang was
the southern port of call for the steamer from Parry Sound.
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attained success, if indeed it could ever have had even a beginning.

Professor Loudon was the Club's Secretary-Treasurer and Managing
Director in its early years, and had to fill the exceedingly difficult

and not always pleasant role of acting as the Club House's Boniface.

Professor Wright was the first, and until very recently the only,

Postmaster of Go Home, and was always looked on as the natural

organizer, equally masterly and masterful in any emergency that

arose. Dr. Galbraith, the Club's first President, played a less active

part than these other two, but he was a man of wide experience, and
they relied much on his counsel and advice.

The next day, Sunday, was a cold, dismal and rainy day, and
the barn-like Club House, with its huge dining room 16 feet high,

was very comfortless, being quite unheated. Out of doors it was too

wet for a bonfire, such as in the previous summer had been the de-

lightful gathering place, night after night. Professor Wallace, a
townbred, studious man, quite unused to roughing it, was also in

indifferent health. But among the very miscellaneous articles which
the enterprising managing director had assembled (in the hope of

making profit for the Club treasury by inducing members to take
them off his hands for use in their cottages) there were two very
small second-hand stoves, with some length of stove-pipe. These
stoves were set up a few feet apart at the far end of the long dining

hall, opposite two huge windows. Through sliding panes in these

the stove-pipes were to pass; but unfortunately there was but one
elbow. So one of the stoves, a diminutive box stove, had its two
hind legs removed, so that the straight length of pipe might pass,

not horizontally like its fellow but obliquely, through the window to

the outer air. A large screen that also was among the properties

was placed in front of the space between the stoves, and here Dr.

Wallace was established in the most commodious chair available,

and with some rugs and blankets was made warm and reasonably

comfortable. Dr. Galbraith, coming in from a stroll, surveyed the

improvised refuge and with a characteristic chuckle said that it

reminded him of pictures he had seen in Sunday School books of a
drunkard's home. However, the weather rapidly improved, and the

24th of May, when some of the group had to return home, was most
delightfully warm and we sat basking in the sun on the upper deck
of the steamer all the way down to Penetang.

The two days following that dreary Sunday were busy days,

especially for those who, before returning on the 24th, had to give

definite orders for lumber and make all necessary arrangements with
Joe Nault, the Club's caretaker and carpenter, for building on the

sites indicated to him. Professor Wright, of the Department of

Architecture, a man essentially kind-hearted (though never much dis-

posed to suffer fools gladly) was good enough to offer to look over

11
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our plans (which were mostly mere outlines of the desired floor-

plan) and to make suggestions for their improvement as his exper-
ience prompted.

There must have been in all about half a dozen cottages con-

tracted for in those two days, all to be finished and ready for occu-

pancy by the beginning of July. The cottages were all to be of a
simple and inexpensive kind, as befitted the modest incomes of

college professors in those days, to whom the one great compensation
was that the dollar had much greater purchasing power than today.

This last consideration helps to explain the otherwise incredible

fact that Nault's standard price for building these cottages was $65.

Another reason for such a price was that the men he was intending

to hire to help him were not really carpenters at all, but men better

fitted for lumbering than for building houses, unskilled woodsmen
who used scarcely any tools except saw, hammer and adze. Nault
himself was an expert builder, at least for such structures as he was
called upon to build at Go Home, where the Club House he had al-

ready built set a by no means exalted standard of architecture. He
was quite capable of working out with his square and foot-rule the

necessary intricacies of framing the various shapes of roofs called

for, and of supervising and directing the simpler labors of his work-
men. These may occasionally have used a plumb-line or a foot-rule,

but for the most part they trusted to their eyes in judging levels,

elevations and intervals.

One piece of good fortune that contributed to the low cost of

building these first cottages was the unusual cheapness of lumber at

that time. Because of some controversy with the United States the

exportation of Canadian lumber to that country was at a standstill,

and, with this market closed, the price of lumber at the Georgian Bay
mills fell very considerably. All the first cottages were built with
undressed pine for sheeting, and were covered, both roof and sides,

with shingles. (It was some time before "California siding" began
to be used) . At the mills, if a knothole or other blemish, however
slight, appeared anywhere in a piece of lumber, it was at once classed

as "cull," and this undressed cull lumber, for the most part quite

sound enough to be ordinarily classed with stock lumber, was sold

for $6 a thousand. The very best cedar shingles, of a quality that

a few years later was scarcely obtainable at any price, were $4.25

per thousand. First class undressed framing (two by fours and
joists) cost $8.50 a thousand, cheap enough to justify Nault in put-

ting in more framing than was really necessary, so that the cottages

ne built were pronounced by Professor Wright to be strong enough
to stand much heavier storms and strains than they were likely to

meet. Stones for foundation pillars were of course easily found
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everywhere, and there were plenty of trees about to supply the ne-

cessary sills.

One reason for not building finer or more expensive cottages

was the recognition of an element of risk in starting this new venture

in a district so isolated and remote. Because of the traffic to and
from Parry Sound and the many lumber camps along the shore there

was a great deal of travelling up and down the Georgian Bay all

through the year, by boat or over the ice, and the safety of the cot-

tages at Go Home and their contents was not beyond question. We
had heard that our then nearest neighbor, Dr. MacKenzie at Indian
Harbor, each autumn as a precaution removed not only all his furni-

ture but even the doors and windows of his cottage, and some of us

had seen them being taken down on a scow to a place of safe storage

for the winter. And for years at Chancellor Boyd's island of Good
Cheer outside Parry Island a large supply of cordwood was purposely
left each fall for the use of passing voyagers or storm-stayed visitors,

so that there should be less temptation to burn parts of the buildings

or furniture.

But plain, inartistic and inexpensive as these first cottages were,

they have stood for half a century,* and with slight additions and
alterations made through the years, they are still both habitable and
comfortable. Might it not, perhaps, be claimed that the very plain-

ness and, one might say, austerity of the earliest buildings have left

their impress on the manner of life that has throughout marked Go
Home, with its preference of simplicity to ostentation, of comfort to

luxury?
But it is time to return to the story of the actual building opera-

tions of 1899. The month of June witnessed more activity than
perhaps has ever been seem at Go Home since, as work was pushed
on several cottages simultaneously. Dr. Wallace had stayed on at

Go Home, to the great benefit of his health, and had been joined by
Dr. Burwash, with whom he was to share the bay with the fine

stretch of beach. f He was a good dozen years younger than Dr.

Burwash, who, though much the oldest^ of the group for whom cot-

* Two of the original buildings of 1899 have had to he replaced: the Wishart
cottage because of an exceptionally violent storm in March, 1913, and the
Fraser cottage, which was burned to the ground when struck by lightning
before being occupied for the season.

fAll through that spring and summer Dr. Wallace went about in an old clerical

suit of clothes and clerical hat, having never for years had occasion to wear
any other garb. A different type of unconventionally was presented by the
veteran camper, Dr. Richardson, who wore a square patch of sandpaper sewed
on his right trouser's leg behind, for convenience in lighting matches for his

pipe.

JDr. Burwash was then sixty years of age, Dr. Galbraith fifty-two. The others
of this particular group of members were from thirty-five to forty-eight years
old at that time, with happily many years before them to enjoy Go Home.
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tages were going up, was in many ways the most vigorous and ener-

getic of them all, and was well acquainted, too, with pioneer condi-

tions and outdoor life. It had been one of the specious inducements
held out to prospective settlers at Go Home by that born promoter
and salesman, W. J. Loudon, that in the long vacations which Uni-
versity men enjoy they could reduce the cost of building and gain
both vigor and experience by doing much of the work themselves.

However, Dr. Burwash was the only one who did anything of the

kind, for he, with his son Alf., did by themselves much of the work
required to build his cottage. Dean Galbraith, who knew both how to

exert himself indefatigably and how to relax and take things easily,

explained that he too had intended to build his own cottage, but that

when he calculated how much his time was worth and how many
weeks the work would take him, and one the other hand how cheaply

Joe Nault would do it for him, he had changed his mind and thus
saved several hundred dollars. Later on Professor Keys undertook to

build himself a kitchen on this site, to be combined with a tent at first

and a cottage later. Like Dr. Galbraith, he was a sociable camper,
and after a day spent in interesting conversation he would from time

to time in the evening bethink himself of his kitchen. There, to help

the failing twilight, he would build a small bonfire and get to work.
When it came to shingling the roof and sides, he did not think to

use a board to keep the line of shingles straight, as even Joe Nault's

woodsmen did, but trusted his eyesight. This haphazard method,
combined with the flickering firelight, produced results that were
often shown to visitors as a revelation of what an unpractical pro-

fessor is capable of in unfamiliar fields. It has been claimed, indeed,

that the unusual effect anticipated by some years the unrealistic con-

tours dear to the School of Seven.

By the beginning of July seven cottages were ready for occupation

:

those of Dr. Burwash and Dr. Wallace, those of Dr. Wishart, Dr.

Ballantyne and Professor Fraser, and those of Dean Galbraith and
Professor Wright. Two others still remained of those which Nault
had undertaken to have ready, those intended for the McPhedrans
and the Robertsons. The contractor had overestimated his powers,

for when we reached Go Home early in July, expecting to find our

new home ready for us, all that was to be seen was some piles of

lumber and shingles lying on the shore; not even the sills had been

laid in place. The two homeless families stayed in the Club House for

some weeks, while Mrs. McPhedran and Mrs. Robertson made life a

burden for Nault by using every opportunity to urge their respective

claims. He did his best to satisfy both by having his men work alter-

nate periods at the two cottages. It happened that at the same time

work was going on to complete the second wing of the Club House,

so as to double its capacity. The noise of the continual hammering
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was so great that at last Mrs. Robertson in desperation decided to

move over into our cottage before it was ready for us, when the roof

was unfinished and doors and windows were mostly still not in

place. The McPhedran cottage also was probably occupied before it

was completed. At least it was rumored that the French governess

who had been brought up for the benefit of Lois and Maurice was so

terrified by the field mice that came in at night and scampered along

the beams that she slept with her umbrella opened above her to keep
the mice from falling on her face.

Late in the summer J. Wilton Morse, a charter member of the

Club and a prominent yachtsman, had Nault build for him the tent-

shaped structure that still stands behind the cottage afterwards
built for James Brebner. Mr. Morse had come to try out his design
of a new dinghy that would be of special service in the narrow chan-
nels and reef-strewn waters about Go Home, and as he planned to be
afloat all day he merely wanted a simple shelter for the night-time.

The shingled tent he had built for him is deceptively spacious, having
a floor 16 feet square, with its two sloping sides of the same dimen-
sions. The walnut-shaped Morse 12-foot dinghy proved most suc-

cessful, and, with its even more popular successor, the 14-foot dinghy,

may now be found everywhere on Ontario waters.

The first arrival of Mrs. Keys was so unique that though it

occurred in 1898 and so belongs to the annals of the first year, not
the second, it ought to be made part of the Club's recorded history.

During the summer her eldest son, Herbert, who was living in a tent

with Alf. Burwash, was taken ill. A doctor brought up from Pene-
tang pronounced it a case of measles and on returning home had a
telegram sent from the Club urging that some one come up from
Toronto to take care of him. Mrs. Keys set out at once and at Pene-
tang found that the quickest way to get to Go Home was to take
passage on a small tug that was going farther up the bay. Whether
the crew were pressed for time or did not know the way in is un-

certain. What they did was to land Mrs. Keys on the shore of the

Channel where the Abbott and Wilson cottages now are, then sound
their whistle as a signal and proceed on their way. There was then
not a single building in sight ; indeed they had passed no building for

several miles, and there was absolutely nothing to indicate that there

were human beings anywhere near. Fortunately the whistle was
heard in the Club House Bay and a boat went out to learn its mean-
ing. Mrs. Keys was rescued from her lonely situation and brought in,

to find that her son's illness was not as serious as she had feared.

The final building operations for the year consisted of providing

icehouses for each of the cottages. The lack of ice had been the

chief inconvenience suffered by those who had started housekeeping
for themselves that summer. The Club House had by this time an
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icehouse of its own, but in the first summer the only ice obtainable

was an occasional supply from Swartman's fishing station far out
at Split Rock, where the Club members first became acquainted with
his deputy, John Fenton (Frank Fenton's father) who, with his

crutch and game leg, his beard and his watchful guardianship of the

nets and fishing waters outside seemed to the imagination of the

young people of the Bay a cross between a grim game warden and
Long John Silver.

As long as there were only rowboats and canoes to depend on,

the campers in the first years did not make long excursions. Very
few went beyond the Chute to Go Home Lake; partly because of

the distance, and partly because of the difficulty of getting a canoe
past the Chute. It had to be carried by a rough path along the

south bank that no one would dream of using now for a portage. The
present path along the north side had not yet been cleared because
of the conditions at the upper end, and the chute itself, then intact,

was impracticable because of the water coming down it; only ankle-

deep, to be sure, but flowing with such force that one could make
no headway against it. So far as I know, no one but Professor

Fraser ever succeeded in getting a canoe up. Once, clad in a bathing

suit and clinging doggedly to the side planks all the way up, he
managed to drag his canoe to the top, which he reached at last

thoroughly wet through. To the west, the passage at the Devil's

Elbow got its name only when dinghies came into use and found
difficulty there. In the early years that place was known as Dead
Man's Rock, from the skull-like appearance of the rock on the Long
Island side. The level of the water, it may be said in closing, was
for long years pretty much what it is now. The great variations

which have caused such endless difficulties with docks and boathouses

did not begin until the 20 ,

s when, for instance, between low water
in 1926 and high water in 1929 there was a difference of four and
a half feet.
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Early Days at Go-Home 1899 and 1900
by C. A. Chant

DURING THE SPRING AND SUMMER of 1898 I was in Germany
and England and thus was not able to have a share in the

construction of the first large group of cottages at Go Home Bay.
In the autumn of that year, when I was in the College Street office

of Dr. Alexander McPhedran, who was our family physician and
esteemed friend, he spoke in glowing terms of the property which
had been acquired by the Madawaska Club and of the rapid growth
of the settlement. My colleague at the University, W. J. Loudon,
who was active secretary of the Club, gave me further details

of what had been accomplished, and I determined to visit the place

the following summer.

In pursuance of this intention, on Friday, July 21, 1899, James
Brebner, the University Registrar, and I took 8 o'clock breakfast

with Alfred T. DeLury at the old University Residence, of which
he was Dean; and after this I went down town (on my bicycle)

to attend to some business matters, including the purchase of a pair

of "gym" shoes and some tooth-powder (tooth-paste not yet in-

vented). Then I rushed back to my empty house at 74 Prince
Arthur Avenue,—my wife and the two little girls being on a visit

to my parents at Unionville. I tied up my valise and my shawl-strap

with blankets in it and went by street car to the Union Station,

where Brebner was awaiting me. Our train left at 12 o'clock,

half an hour behind schedule. We had lunch at Allandale, and a
speedy train took us up to Penetang where we boarded the City

of Toronto. The ship left at 3 o'clock and landed us at Go Home
Bay at 4.45. We had permission to occupy J. W. Morse's A-shaped
shack (still a familiar land-mark) and we brought along with us
some of his furniture for it from Penetang. We got Tommy Nault,

one of the caretaker's numerous family, to help us over with it

in his punt. We swept out the cabin, untied the beds and mattresses

and made the place our own. After this we walked over the rocks
to the Club House, only ten minutes away, and had dinner at 6.45,

sitting at Mrs. Ballantyne's table.

Next day (Saturday) we spent most of time prospecting for
sites for cottages. We rented a small cedar canoe belonging to the
Club for the period of our visit and went over to Big Island. The
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only houses on it at this time were Wishart's in the east and Wallace's
and Burwash's in the west. I was favourably impressed with a
location about midway between, the site I afterwards acquired, and
Brebner was pleased with that just west of Wishart's, which was
obtained by J. M. Duncan in a year or two. However, a few days
later we visited Lake Loudon, a short distance north of these sites,

and it appeared to be a stagnant pool full of reeds and lilies, a good
breeding-place for mosquitoes, and we feared our tentative-chosen

sites might not be satisfactory. So we crossed the bay and explored
the south shore but we did not find any locations which suited us
as well. We concluded our search by tacking up shingles bearing
our initials on trees on our respective sites.

The meals at the Club House were served rather in picnic style.

The cook was John Hill, who was at the University Residence during
the college session, while a young Penetang lad named Mitchell

Gendron and Tommy Nault acted as waiters. There was an abund-
ance of wholesome food and in the eighteen days I was at Go Home
my weight increased from 122% pounds, an all-time minimum, to

133 pounds, a gain of 10% pounds. The blueberries were very
plentiful and we ate great quantities of them. Within 100 yards
of our shack Brebner and I each picked, in a day or so, more than
20 quarts which we shipped in packing cases to our friends at home.

On Sunday, July 23, at 10.30 a.m., a religious service was held

in the common room of the Club House. The minister was J. A.

Macdonald, the editor of The Globe, and there were about sixty

present. Mr. and Mrs. Macdonald were spending a few days at

the Club House. Several ministers who were on the staff of Victoria

College, and two or three others, built cottages at the Bay, and
for a long period of years the Sunday services were conducted by
these distinguished men. On the evening of July 25, Rev. James
Allen, of the Metropolitan Church, Toronto, arrived in a skiff which
he had rowed all the way. I believe Prof. J. G. Hume made a
similar marathon trip the year before.

On Friday, July 28, "at the end of a perfect day", there was a
bonfire at J. C. Robertson's place. A great heap of underbrush and
fallen trees had been piled up on the rocky shore, and while it blazed

upwards the fifty persons present, mostly on the cottage verandah,

had pleasant conversation and a merry sing-song, interspersed

with amateur solos. Then home-made taffy was circulated; and
at a reasonable hour the guests rowed or paddled themselves home.
On Saturday there was a strong wind from the west. This was

not the regular day for the steamer to call on a northbound trip,

but she braved the storm and with great difficulty landed five pas-

sengers at our dock. They were Dr. G. H. Carveth and Mrs.

Carveth, Dr. D. J. G. Wishart, John B. Laidlaw, his brother-in-law,
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and a guest. The gale continued over Sunday and divine service

had to be withheld. The Ballantynes could not get over to the

Club House for meals and the Wisharts had to dash across to our

point and then walk to the Club House. I spent much of the day
reading Ernest Seton Thompson's "Wild Animals I Have Known."
I thought it extraordinarily clever. On February 10 of the following

year Thompson lectured in the Chemistry Building at the University,

in a series of Saturday lectures. He was most entertaining; it was
one of the best lectures I ever heard.

On Tuesday, August 1, the Iron City Fishing Club arrived in

the Bay. They travelled by special train from Pittsburgh to Pene-
tang. The City of Toronto brought the passengers, about 75 in all,

up to the dock and then, with all their freight, they were taken
over to their camping place on a scow with a tug on each side.

Next day James Bain, the first librarian of the Toronto Public

Library came to the settlement, and on our invitation he joined us
in the shack.

On Saturday, August 5, by invitation, everybody round the place

went to visit the Pittsburg Camp, and to play them a game of base-

ball. Our team was a decidedly scrub organization while our oppon-
ents had a very fine nine. We played five innings; they made 25
runs, while we only got one—and I made it!

My choice of site having been approved, I asked C. H. C.

Wright (who was professor of architecture) to go with me to

inspect it and to advise me regarding a cottage. We found a ridge

of rock which first ran from west to east and then curved toward
the north. He recommended that the house consist of four rooms
in a row arranged to follow the ridge. The width of the house
was to be 12 feet. Beginning at the west end there would be two
bedrooms, 12 ft. by 8 ft.; then the living room with central line 16

ft., the first 8 feet running west-east but the second 8 feet running
in a north-easterly direction; then the kitchen 12 ft by 9 ft. There
was to be a verandah on the west end and on the front, 8 feet wide,

except in front of the kitchen where it was to be 10 ft. wide. I

explained all this to Mr. Loudon and Joe Nault and wished my house

to be the first one built in the season 1900.

Mr. Wright had a big sail-boat which he had brought up from
Lake Ontario and which he was well able to manage. On several

evenings he took about a dozen of us for a trip around the bay.

He was one of the most helpful members of the Club. He was our

first postmaster and held that position for forty-six years.

Sunday, August 6, was a beautiful day and Chancellor N.
Burwash of Victoria College conducted the service, which was
attended by about sixty persons.

For the next day, Mr. Bain had arranged a trip to Go Home
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Lake. At about 9 o'clock there started out a procession consisting

of three row-boats in which were the families of Ballantyne, Wright
and Galbraith, and one canoe bearing Brebner and myself. At the
Chute the dam was in good condition, and the upper half or more
of the flume, which had been constructed by the Government many
years earlier to float the logs over the water-fall, was still in place,

with a stream of water five or six inches deep running down it.

First, we dragged the boats along the shore and then on a couple of

planks onto the flume; and then the men, having removed their

shoes and sox and rolled up their trousers, pulled them up the flume
against the current. The pond above the dam was full of old logs

and rubbish, upon which the boats had to be pushed and pulled.

In doing this Galbraith and Bain slipped in—which caused consider-

able merriment. When the boats were in open water again we
started forward once more, and there was no further trouble in

getting up to Go Home Lake. We had a pleasant meal on the

grass and rocks beside Flat Rock Falls. We got home about 7 p.m.,

and as this was our last day we paddled the canoe around and put
it in the Club Boat-house. While we were doing this, Kaspar Fraser,

son of Professor W. H. Fraser, rowed over to invite Brebner and
me to their place for dinner. After this was a bon-fire with songs

and taffy. We rowed home to the shack in Fraser's boat.

Next day, August 8, after breakfast we paid our board bill,

$8.50, and canoe rent, $1.50, each. Then we tied up our luggage

and Brebner swept out the shack. In Fraser's boat we rowed our

belongings to the dock, and we departed on the morning steamer.

Toronto was reached at 5.45. We were highly pleased with the

trip and I looked forward to building a house next year on the

site I had chosen.

Soon after I reached home I drew to scale the plan of our

cottage and sent it up to Joe Nault at Go Home. Mr. Loudon
undertook to supply the materials and I hoped some progress might

be made on the construction during the autumn. However, on May
4, 1900, I learned that nothing had been done and I decided to go

up to the property as soon as I could. Mr. Loudon said he would

be leaving for Go Home on Thursday, May 31, after the University

Examinations had been disposed of, and I arranged to go with him.

I went to bed early on the evening of May 30, but about 11.30

was awakened by a big noise outside on the city streets. I poked

my head out of the window and learned that the people were wildly

celebrating the surrender of Pretoria by the Boers. At that time

the roadway on Bloor Street was being widened and re-paved, and

the crowd piled up on this street, near Yonge, the contractor's

wheelbarrow, empty barrels and anything else that would burn,
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and made a big bonfire of them. A similar spontaneous celebration

shook the city when news of the Armistice on November 11, 1918,

was announced. I never saw anything like it on any other occasion.

While on a visit to Unionville I had constructed a tool-chest,

complete with sliding tray and a good lock, and the tools I gathered

together comfortably filled it. This was the chief portion of my
baggage when, at 5 p.m., "W. J." and I boarded the evening train

for Penetang. We arrived at 9.30, and although all the rooms of

the Canada House had been rented, Proprietor Clouthier found
accommodation for us. I slept on a cot in the sitting-room.

Next morning, June 1, we made a number of purchases which,
with our luggage, we put on the City of Toronto, and at 11.30 we
departed. First we called at Midland and stayed half an hour
unloading freight. Then we headed north toward Parry Sound. At
Red Rock the steamer halted and Tom and Herb Loudon, son and
cousin, respectively, of "W. J.", came alongside in the Club punt,

the "Mud Turtle", and took us and our belongings off. I remember
the crew of the steamer letting down the "labouring man's" heavy
tool-box. We stopped at Mr. Loudon's cottage on High Rock and
had tea on the verandah, and then went on to the Club House.
Since my previous visit a verandah had been added to it and the

"common room" had been made into a store and post office.

On the following day I saw Joe Nault and arranged with him
to go over to examine my site. R. D. Fraser was in camp and his

house was to be built after mine. H. B. Spotton's house was also

to be put up that summer, and the foundation of Riddell's big

"mansion" was already completed. On Saturday morning, in a
drizzling rain, Herb Loudon and I rowed R. D. Fraser out to take

the City of Toronto at Red Rock. He had a preaching engagement
for the next day.

That day, June 3, did not seem much like Sunday at Go Home.
Herb rowed the duck-punt, with me as a passenger, down to the

Pittsburgh camp. There we caught a chipmunk! Herb had a rifle

and a shot-gun in the little boat, in the hope that he might get a

shot at an eagle which was often seen soaring, high above that

part of the camp. We saw the big bird but there was no chance
of shooting it. We returned home around Big Island.

On Monday morning Joe and two men began the foundation
of my house, and I was there to see that it was in the desired places.

Ten men came up from Penetang this day to work for Joe. His wife
had a difficult task to find food and sleeping quarters for the little

army of workmen. It was quite ordinary for them to go to their

work and back again with five men in a canoe, although Joe told

me that few of them could swim. On Wednesday Joe and the two
men almost finished the foundation. Joe was very clever at this
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work. The piers were simply big stones laid one upon another, or
pine logs sawed to the required length and stood on end on the
solid rock. Then the sills were laid on them and the joists upon them
again. It was simply wonderful how level they were, all ready for

the hard maple flooring. The angular shape of my house made the

job more difficult but Joe was equal to any task that confronted him.
Practically all of the week I cadged over lumber for the walls

and roof. It was white pine, mostly a foot wide, which had been
used to protect the tops of lumber piles at Penetang and was almost
black with exposure to the weather. At "W. J.'s" suggestion I

whitewashed one face of the boards, which face placed on the inside,

made the house much lighter within. The days were sunny and
warm and the black flies were simply awful; I was bitten all over
the neck and face.

On Friday evening Herb and I in the "Mud Turtle" went trolling.

We went from my place down past Morse's shack and around an
island, and in that distance caught a 3-lb. pike, a 4-lb. pickerel,

and a 9 lb. 2 oz. pike. Next evening we were out 1% hours and got

two pickerel, 1 lb. 2 oz., and 3 lb. 11 oz. The latter was caught at

9 p.m. in the middle of the bay. Earlier on this same day Herb and
Tom and I tramped over much of Big Island in the hope of getting

a porcupine for dinner next day (Sunday) but without success.

Work on the house was slowed up through lack of nails. However,
I gathered logs, of which there was no "short supply", and built a
dock in front of the house.

Incidentally we did a little more fishing. On Tuesday, June 12,

in the afternoon "W. J." and Herb caught a 7*/2 lb. pickerel and in

the evening Herb and I landed one which weighed 7 lb. 3 oz. We
hooked another, of 2 or 3 pounds, and had it up to the boat, but,

fearing that we would not be able to land it, Herb shot it. Unfor-
tunately the head was blown off and the body sank and was lost.

Next morning (Wednesday) when going over to my house to work
I hooked a pickerel and in the afternoon I pulled in two more. They
weighed 3 lb. 10 oz., 3 lb., and 3 lb. 10 oz. On this day, June 13,

Joe assured me that my house would be finished the next week; and
I decided to leave for home the following day, on which day Mr.
Loudon was making a business trip to the city. So next morning
Herb took the two of us out to board the steamship at Red Rock
and, although the water was rather rough, we managed it success-

fully. On this occasion we took the train for Toronto which left

Midland at 3.15 p.m. It reached Blackwater Junction about 7 p.m.

Here my brother was Station Agent and I gave him one of my
fish. We changed trains there and went on. At Unionville I gave

the Agent a second fish, to be delivered to my mother. Reached

home at 9.30 p.m., happy to report that we should all be at Go
Home within two weeks.
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Now I intended to spend the next college year in graduate
study in Harvard University at Cambridge, Mass., and was giving

up my house in Toronto. So for a week or more we were very
busy packing up our household goods and separating them into two
parts, namely, those to be put in storage until we should return

to live in Toronto in September 1901, and those which were to be
shipped up to Go Home to furnish the new cottage. We planned
to go to Go Home on Wednesday, June 27, and I sent the goods for

Go Home down to the Union Station on Saturday, June 23. I

went down to help to weigh them and to make sure they would
be shipped without delay. The total weight was 1880 pounds and
the rate by freight to Penetang was 34 cents per hundred pounds.

I was assured that the shipment would arrive in Penetang in ample
time to go up with us on the steamboat to Go Home Bay.

On Wednesday, June 27, the family with all its impedimenta
left Toronto by the Muskoka Express at 10.30 a.m. We changed
cars at Allandale and had a speedy passage to Penetang. The City

of Toronto was waiting and we were soon aboard; but imagine our
disappointment on learning that our household goods were not on
it! We were much annoyed but were promised that they would go
up on the next boat two days later. On board the ship were the

Burwash, the Ballantyne and the Wallace families and ourselves.

In our party were five including the two girls, 5 and 1 years, and
our maid Laura Moore, who afterwards became a missionary in

the west. We reached the Go Home dock about 5 o'clock and went
at once to the Club House. Mr. Loudon gave us two rooms and
we decided to make the best of it.

On Thursday in our new row-boat, which was made by Boucher
in Penetang and for which I paid thirty dollars, we went over to

the new cottage, now ready for occupation. We were pleased with
it.

On Friday, June 29, a gale from the west prevented the steamer
from making her north-bound trip, and the high wind continued most
of the day following although it moderated at night.

On Sunday morning at 6 o'clock I heard a whistle blow and
on looking out of the upstairs window there was the City of Toronto
at the dock! She had come in an hour earlier and had unloaded a

great lot of freight, among it being all our stuff. It was a lovely day
and while the rest of my household attended the church service Herb
and Julian Loudon (son of the President of the University) and
I cadged the furniture and supplies over to the new house. Before
tea time we had put up the stove and arranged the other things in

their places. After dinner we moved over and occupied the cottage.

The two Loudon young men were very helpful.

That lovely Dominion Day was the beginning of a long series
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of happy summers at Go Home Bay. A memorandum dated August
20, 1900, gives the cost of my house: Building materials, $162.75;
erection, $115.50; total, $288.25.

Chronology

1899 First visit to Go Home, July 21-Aug. 8. Chose site.

1900 Cottage built in June; occupied July 1.

1901 Back verandah and study added.

1904 Water-pump installed; still working well.

1911 In autumn bought 22-ft. motorboat at Port Dover; taken to
Go Home 1912; 2 cyclinder, 2 cycle engine.

1912 Boathouse built.

1914 East verandah, fireplace and chimney added.

1926 Four-cylinder engine put in boat; not satisfactory.

1930 Observation tower erected; taken down in 1942.

1940 New flagpole, 47 feet long, erected.

1941 Original round-spruce verandah posts and railing replaced
by dressed lumber. Front portion of verandah flooring re-

newed.

Richmond Hill

November 10, 1948.

W* J* Loudon's Message
sent to the bonfire celebrating the

fiftieth anniversary, July 31st, 1948

To the President of the Madawaska Club

:

As it is impossible for me to be present at the semi-centennial

dinner of the Madawaska Club, please give my best regards to all

the members of our club and also to their relatives and friends.

Most of our first members and Directors are dead and forgotten,

but our thanks are due to all of them for their interest and financial

aid. Some, who never saw Go Home Bay, shewed their goodwill by
taking some of the first shares offered for sale.

Others were interested enough to come up here to a wild and
deserted (though picturesque) region, to build cottages, and live in

a primitive state, enduring hardships quite unknown at the present
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time. Charlie Wright, John Galbraith, Nathaniel Burwash, W. H.
Fraser, Jim Ballantyne, J. C. Robertson, Jim Duncan, and later

John Fletcher, J. F. McCurdy, R. R. Bensley and Joe Clark were
some of those who had sufficient faith in the Club to invest in the

future.

Among these, particular mention should be made of John Gal-

braith and Nathaniel Burwash, without whose good name and in-

fluence we should have been unable to get the grant of land at Go
Home Bay at a very reasonable price. Their plea was a natural

and truthful 'res angusta domi'. And the Provincial Government
was good enough to recognize the worth of these two men and give

us the property which we now enjoy. As for the Islands, that is

another story, too long to be told here.

Those of us who have grown old in the service of the club and
even those who linger on both sides of the allotted three score and
ten, still enjoy the privilege of age. We may reminisce about the

past and talk of old times. But to us trifles seem magnified, distance

transformed, and we stagger onward with uncertain ego and have
a very dim outlook ahead. We may be strong in spirit but we are

almighty weak in the flesh.

So, it is on the younger members of this club that our future

must depend. Their outlook is clear and distinct. Therefore, it is

their duty to consider well the future of this colony and to follow

in the footsteps of their forefathers, 'aequo pede' as the Romans used
to say, with dignity and confidence, to endeavour to promote the best

interests of our people and avoid the mistakes of their predecessors,

a difficult task at the best.

Times have changed in the last fifty years. Speed, luxury,

greed and avarice are rampant. The sailboat, rowboat, canoe have
almost disappeared, especially in a commercial way. They have been
replaced by the aeroplane and motor boat. No one will walk if

he can ride in an automobile.

Radio has its good features, but has created confusion every-

where. Let the young members of this club therefore beware, and
be careful of the future. Greater changes will take place in the next

fifty years than in the past half century. Let them thrive on
hard work, goodwill to others, whatever their occupation may be.

If they can find time to spend a few weeks at this camp, so

much the better for their health. They may live in crowded cities

and sleep under slated roofs, but they will live much longer if they

get a glimpse occasionally of forest trees, tumbling water, bare rock,

and the open sky.

Yours truly,

W. J. LOUDON.
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Memories
by Isabel Erichsen Brown

T SUPPOSE THAT I ought to start with life at the Clubhouse, of
1 which some of us recall one thing, and some another.

Anyone who remembers my mother will recall that she was a
gentlewoman of the old school, dignified, correct, as full of probity as

she was of human kindness. She never quite adapted herself to life

at the club-house, that summer of 1899. There were, for instance,

the forks. These were small and entirely black, including the tines,

which numbered three. Why, asked my mother, should we have to

use these awkward and inadequate abortions (only she didn't call

them that—she probably said implements) when all the while, plain

to view but locked in an incongruous glass cabinet, were dozens of

conventional, silvery, four-tined forks? Answer came there none,

so mother took things into her own hands. At the end of each meal
she unobtrusively possessed herself of the horrid little black fork of

the child on her right, likewise of the child on her left, bestowed
theirs and her own in her capacious pocket, and was seen not long
after (but not by the authorities) heaving these revolting objects as

far out into the club-house bay as her unaccustomed arms could

send them. Three for each meal makes nine per day. Soon the cab-

inet was opened and the other forks appeared upon the table.

The two dining-room boys and general factotums were called,

in helpless and hopeless irony, the cherubs. They were Michel
Gendron from Penetang, and Thomas Nault, the eldest son of the

Club caretaker. His name was always given its full French flavor

and pronounced "Toma", but Michel, who knew almost no English,

was firmly called "Mitchell". They were a couple of thieving rascals

with no redeeming qualities whatsoever. They hated us and each
other, and had frequent fights. On one occasion we saw them use

as missiles some biscuits made by John, the cook, an unerring shot

with one of which could at any time produce a black eye. Cups and
plates, however, were handier, and always available, as the cherubs,

after each meal, washed these, with terrific uproar, on the dining-

room table. Dinner being at noon, the most protracted tumult was
always when our mothers were trying to take their early afternoon

rest.

The bedrooms of our family were immediately over the long

dining-room, and one morning my sister Hattie, having slept through
the rising-bell, in haste to join the breakfasters below, dropped her

tooth-brush on her bedroom floor. Such was the construction of

the club-house that it sailed down through the dining-room ceiling
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and, to the horror of the adults and the unconcealed delight of all the

children, splashed into somebody's porridge. Another day the table

was drenched from above while we were at dinner, my uncle from
Virginia, who had been out fishing, having run upstairs to wash his

hands and let the pitcher slip.

Fishing was one of the favorite pastimes, then, as now. But if

you wanted a variation from the inevitable salt pork (we once had
this at eight meals in three days), you could not have fish. John
never did anything he didn't want to do, and he did not like cooking
fish. New arrivals, like my uncle, would take their first catch, with
hopeful smiles, around to John's little cook-house in the rear, but
they were always informed that if they wanted to eat fish they could

go to some spot remote from John, and cook it themselves.

Vitamins had not been heard of in those days, but as the weeks
passed, we longed more and more for fresh vegetables and fruit.

So we rejoiced mightily when, late in July, a barrel of apples arrived.

Day after day passed, but no apples showed up, baked, stewed or in

pies. It appeared that John just didn't care about preparing apples.

Any woman in the Club would have been thankful to do it for him,

but female interference was utterly taboo, and I still remember the

anguish with which we saw those apples now brown and rotten bob-

bing about on the bay.

Professors being poor, and mostly unpractical, the club-house

had been furnished with more thrift than judgment, and the mattres-

ses, which were currently reported to have been bought at second-

hand from Stanley Barracks, had, we thought, been cleaned, but we
knew they had not been fumigated, entomologically speaking.

I remember old Dr. Richardson camping on the mainland op-

posite Pig Island, and inviting the club-house ladies over to a demon-
stration of "campers' pancakes". They were made of soured flour-

and-water, more flour, soda and salt, and nothing else. And they

were good.

The young people had occasional dances in the long room on the

other side of the club-house. We danced all evening to a single tune,

because Mr. Duncan's patient violin furnished the only available

music, and he apparently knew only "The Girl I Left Behind Me".
We danced in a haze of dust, since the cherubs, who, like John, did

exactly as they pleased, saw no point in using a broom. One day a

broom was used, but not by Toma or Mitchell. Dr. Bain, the then

chief Librarian of Toronto, came to stay at the club-house, was re-

volted by the general grime and started to sweep. The cherubs

were overheard in fierce conclave, planning to throw a rock at his

head, he was warned in time, and desisted. Such was the Club-house.

Before the summer was over, several families had abandoned it

in favour of hastily erected cottages, and those who remained were
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summarily ejected, at the end of August, to make room for some
apocryphal "hunters", who, so far as we heard, never arrived. The
McCurdys found their island, in the centre of which were discovered

one snowshoe and a silver mustard-spoon, a trove which suggested

the name "Treasure Island". We camped for a few days, and Joe
Nault built our first kitchen. My mother did not belong to a camp-
ing generation, and when we came up next summer, each tent was
furnished with a bureau complete with tall mirror, and a wash-
stand complete with crockery. We ate on the kitchen verandah from
a white linen table-cloth, which was rapidly superseded first by a
red-checked cotton square, and then, in the exigencies of laundry, by
a blue and white oilcloth. Mother was learning.

The Frasers on the next island were swift, smart housekeepers,
which we were not. They would call on us in the evening so early

that we were always caught at supper, or just starting the dishes.

We once restored our shattered morale in the only way we could ever

have managed, by skipping our evening meal altogether and catching

them in the middle of their's.

Across from us was "Bluff Island", as it was then called (later

the home of Dr. and Mrs. Bensley). One summer Dr. and Mrs.
Rudolf, of Toronto, camped there with their small daughter, and
brought a goat to provide fresh milk. She was as cross-grained and
perverse a nanny as ever bleated, and a thief on principle. The
Rudolfs offered her good goatish fodder, but she snobbishly refused

it. Instead she spent most of her waking hours sniffing in crannies

in the rocks for the family's provender, which she frequently found
and devoured, container and all. Mrs. Rudolf, well-versed apparently

in goat-psychology, hit on the plan of placing Nanny's personal al-

lotments with ostentatious furtiveness in inaccessable corners of the

rocks. Convinced that these must be the family's choicest tid-bits,

and that it was all a deep-laid scheme to hide them from her, she

nosed them out triumphantly and ate them with relish. As to what
her private reflections might be when they sat down to their own
meal, Dr. and Mrs. Rudolf did not care to speculate.

The years went on, melting into one another. In memory these

summers are a continuous, unbroken stream, but many things stand

out. I remember the inflexibly upright figures of Prof, and Mrs. Bain
canoeing home from the dock to their cottage across from us; and
how gallantly Chancellor and Mrs. Burwash paddled tandem into

extreme old age. There were no "put-puts" then, and there are no
such old people now.

On fine Sunday evenings, in those early years, a lad would take

the girl of his choice in his canoe, to join the flotilla near "Bluff Is-

land" (now, as I said, Dr. Bensley's), or if he was paddling with his

family, he manoeuvred for a position as near to her as he could get.
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You held on to your neighbour's canoe, in mass formation, and the

entertainment of the evening was singing hymns. We all loved it.

We loved everything. There were no late hours and one was never

bored. When the summer ended, none of the young people was ever

tired, whatever might be said of their mothers. We were a lucky

generation.

The first money ever raised for the Fresh Air Fund was by Paul
Wallace. He loved snakes, and, as this appeared to be mutual, could

produce them at any time from his pockets. When he was about
fourteen he gave a show on the Wallace Beach. The spectators felt

that the sight of snakes twining up and down Paul's legs and arms,

festooning his neck and wreathing his head was well worth the five-

cent admission.

A generation later, the Wallace Beach was the scene of another
entertainment. Word had got around among the children that

(Rev.) Edward Wallace had been captured by bandits in China
shortly before his recent return. He was pestered on every hand to

tell the story and it seemed best to gather all the children together

at one time and get it over with. They grouped themselves at one

end of the beach and listened entranced. But none of them ever

heard the end. There was a wasps' nest in the hollow log they were
sitting on, and the wasps woke up.

The less said, perhaps, about porcupines, the better, even about
dead ones, but here's a story: The boys had been told to bury it

decently, but kept putting off the interment until the adults on the

island were ready to move off in a body. There was an ultimatum,

but no supervision, so the deceased was shrouded in excelsior, placed

in a beautifully tied carton, bearing the original label with our name
and address, and launched in the general direction of Whalen's.

We have had hundreds of picnics through the years. Twice
we were benighted, and didn't reach home till morning. The first

time we were returning from Muskoka Mills, with our three children

and my sister Jessie, when we dropped our propeller in Bent Tree
Channel. As we made the boat fast and prepared, in the late August
drizzle, for that dismal, cold, interminable night, Gwethalyn, aged
two and a half years, uttered the final word : "I think," she said with
great distinctness, "we shoulda went home popley".

On the second occasion, twenty-nine years later, five of us had
left Sans Souci at about four o'clock in the afternoon, not reckoning
on a violent rainstorm which broke within the hour, nor the frail

constitution of Peter Piper's engine, which, near Twelve-Mile-Bay
succumbed to hydro-electritis (or water-in-the-spark-plug) with in-

ternal complications. Frank, wet to the skin, wrestled with these for

nearly three hours, while the rest of us stood under a tree shivering
beside a minute and moribund fire, which every hissing rain drop
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threatened to put out. We crept into Wah-Wah-Tay-See through
totally invisible channels, around ten-thirty at night, drenched and
freezing, with Peter's cushions quite literally floating. The Halls

and Gillespies took us in, warmed and partially dried us before a roar-

ing fire, comforted us with flagons, and kept us for the night, with
true Wah-Wah-Tay-See hospitality—bless them all.

I recall a picnic on the Giant's Tomb, when, just as we landed
we saw, as we thought, a most gruesome sight : the body of a drown-
ed mariner, a little way up the shore. One of our party, fortified

no doubt by continuous perusal of dock-library thrillers, embarked
on a gingerly trip of inspection. It was a battered mattress.

The great fire was quite the momentous event in the history of

our community. It was a strenuous, harrying time, but had its amus-
ing moments, especially when the fire reached the region behind the

Ballantyne-Robertson-Keys-Riddell cottages. Prof. Keys, being ex-

tremely absent-minded, was tactfully urged to stay at home. But he
knew when duty called. Three times he sallied forth to help, three

times he got lost, and three times a detachment of fire-fighters found
and rescued him.

Each succeeding generation of fourteen and fifteen year olds

has, as we all know, dominated the dock and made most of the flying

forays on to the steamer for butter, bread or ice cream. These raids

have never been very popular with the personnel, and successive cap-

tains have been known to pull out with a youthful shopper or two
still on board. This happened to Price, who was on the Waubic, as

agent for a small and sweet-toothed bunch of pals. In order to keep
his handful of cones quite dry, he slipped feet first into the water,

held his hand high in the air and swam carefully to shore, propelling

himself with the other. But the swimming hand bore his wrist-

watch.
I remember Mrs. Wishart, the most colourful person who ever

lived in Go-Home, and her trials with her goat.

Gordon Wishart, capsizing with his fiancee half a mile outside

Split Rock, swimming with her to shore, and reaching the Newmans
completely exhausted, while Dr. Detweiler, who had seen the accident,

hunted in vain for them between the breakers.

Bud Newman, madly circling the Midland City till his steering-

rope broke and he crashed the steamer.

Abbie Ballantyne putting a live frog down the back of one of the

Stephens girls in the middle of the church service.

Aquaplaning—the most charming of all water-sports. Why has
it been abandoned?

Frances winning the diving championship at the age of eleven,

over all the older boys. This, of course, made them sit up, and realize

that the current standard was really very low.
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Old Peter Laforge, stretching the milk supply with water dipped

in over the side of his boat.

The first war-canoe race, when the paddlers in one canoe were
all so tall and heavy that their craft slowly settled under water.

They paddled in perfect form till their heads vanished beneath the

waves.
Don Fraser winning the mixed doubles in rowing, with his

daughter, Nancy, aged about four.

The early bonfires, and Staunton Wishart singing "Mandalay",

just before his voice changed. His father singing "You can't have
bread with one fish-ball", and Prof. Fraser singing "Sheep, Sheep,

Stithery eep".

Taking the only lunge I ever caught over to the dock and saun-

tering casually up and down with it before the fascinated eyes of the

passengers. This being exactly what Mr. Wagg's folders had im-

plied as a daily occurrence, he held the boat for a while, but my
children were deeply mortified.

Annals of the Club
by W. H. Piersol

1923 ^n*s year ^ne Madawaska Club issued a booklet in celebration

of having completed its twenty-fifth season at Go-Home Bay.
In this booklet there appeared an article under the title "Annals of

Go-Home" which gave a year by year outline of the progress of the

Club. This article aims to be its continuation.

1924 Summer cottages in districts of Ontario that are not organiz-

ed as municipalities have not paid taxes in the past. This
year, however, a Bill which provided for such taxation was intro-

duced into the Legislature. The Madawaska Club, in co-operation

with the Georgian Bay Association, made protest against certain

features of the Bill. It was passed, notwithstanding.

1925 When the Biological Board of Canada withdrew its support
from the Biological Station on Madawaska Island negotiations

were begun which resulted in the return of the island to the Club.

The buildings and other improvements on the island were purchas-
ed by the Club at the same time. In subsequent years the sums re-

ceived for rent of the cottage were not greatly in excess of the

expense of its maintenance.

1926 P°^ution of the waters in and around the Bay was the cause
of much comment during the summer. Protest was made

to the Company responsible and promises were received that this
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violation of the Public Health Act would not be repeated. — The
Board of Health made an investigation of the quality of the milk
supplied from the Laforge farm. The milk was found to be not en-
tirely satisfactory and further investigation is to be made.

1927 Ear*y in tne vear tne Land Tax Branch of the Government
accepted a solution of the taxation problem by which one

assessment shall cover all the mainland, islands and rocks purchased
by the Madawaska Club together with all improvements on them,
whether made by the Club or by its members. The Directors de-

cided that the amount of the tax to be levied shall be raised by as-

sessing site owners on a graded scale. — When the Post Office was
first established in 1899 the duties of the Postmaster were com-
paratively light, even when to his official duties he added those of col-

lecting and distributing the mail. Indeed it has been hinted that he
even assumed the duty of creating outgoing mail when otherwise
there would have been none. In the intervening twenty-nine years
mail increased until even the minimum of his duties was burden-
some. The Postmaster, Professor C. H. C. Wright, now wished to

retire but the gratitude of the Club expressed itself by urging him to

continue. It was suggested that Mrs. Fenton be appointed Deputy
Postmaster and thus relieve him of the more inconvenient and oner-

ous of the duties. To this arrangement he consented.

1928 After the close of the season and while the "Midland City"

was lying by a wharf there occurred one of the extreme vari-

ations in water-level that occasionally affect the Georgian Bay during
the autumn. The side of the boat became caught under the edge of

the wharf and held down while the rising water poured in through
the open port-holes until the boat sank. — A start was made in

grading and paving the highway from Barrie to Midland. Although
not directly connected with the Club the completion of this highway
contributed greatly to the use of the Club over week-ends. — The
death of Peter Laforge, Sr. occurred this year. He was well on in

years and the manner of his death was not unexpected for he was
accustomed to take long trips in the cold weather when he was in no
condition to do so. This time he was returning late in the autumn
from Penetanguishene but failed to arrive home. Later his body
was found on Campion Island where he had taken refuge, evidently

because of engine trouble. His boat was found and showed that he

had been taking the engine apart when overcome.

1929 during the winter high water, ice and storm destroyed much
of the dock at Madawaska Island. The consequent lack of

accommodation for boats made the Pavilion an unsuitable place for

meetings. — The Summer Meeting of shareholders took place in

August. Many subjects were suggested for examination by the Di-

rectors, particularly in regard to sanitation and the supply of milk.
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1930 ^he Dominion Government placed a navigation light on Red
Rock. — The summer Meeting of the shareholders was held

at Madawaska Island in August. Such questions as the supply of

ice, the marking of dangerous shoals and the permissable speed of

motor boats were discussed. Action was left to the Board of Direc-

tors. — Corresponding to the increase in the salary of the Care-

taker to one thousand dollars the annual fee for caretaking was in-

creased from ten to fifteen dollars. — An Associate Memembership
was authorized to which might be admitted persons, not members of

the Club, who have cottages adjacent to the Club's property.

1931 Cm tne twenty-third of January, 1931, Mr. and Mrs, Fenton
and Mr. Wallace were on their way to Midland over the ice

with a sledge drawn by a team of horses. When not far from Whal-
lens Island the team broke through the ice and in their efforts

to rescue the horses Mr. Fenton and Mr. Wallace were drawn into

the water. Through the courage and skill of Mrs. Fenton both men
were brought to safety and they, in turn, in a second attempt man-
aged to rescue the horses. — The eastern leg of the channel through
the Devil's Elbow was blasted out to a depth of two feet while the

western leg was straightened by blasting and the removal of some
boulders. During the summer the water level fell markedly and
almost nullified the improvement.

1932 This year changes were approved by the Board of Directors

in the Club's by-laws. — The level of Georgian Bay had
been falling for some years and it now became necessary to extend
the front of the steamer dock into deeper water and on a lower level.

— The question of fire-fighting had been raised periodically after

the great bush-fire of 1919 when the Club was engaged in a struggle

which at times was desperate and which lasted for three weeks. —
Complaints were made that the cutting of trees for firewood was be-

ing done so close to certain cottages and to the shoreline as to impair
the natural beauty of those regions. The Directors were instructed

to designate areas where the cutting might be done. — On July

fourth, during the absence of Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Piersol from Go-
Home their cottage was destroyed by fire. In the latter part of the

season their new cottage was erected on Long Island on the site that

had been held for some years previously by Mr. R. G. Campbell.

1933 ^ne Caretaker sold his launch, the "Madawaska" and re-

placed it by a swifter and more modern launch, the "Marbar-
pet". — On July fourth the cottage of Dr. F. C. Harrison was de-

stroyed by fire that was first seen as the family was returning from
a picnic. This was soon followed by the building of a new cottage

on the same site. — The Committee on History and Geography pre-

pared a map of the district which met with much commendation from
the Annual Meeting. — A Lending Library was established on Mada-
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waska Island and was open twice weekly for the purpose of issuing
and receiving books.

1934 During the winter of 1933-34 members of the Club made,
through the Mayor of Midland, very considerable donations

of money and clothing to the Indians on Christian Island. — Early
in the year the Laforge family accepted the Club's offer to purchase
their buildings and any interest they might claim in the land they
had occupied. They left Go Home Bay about the middle of June.
Soon afterward assurance was given the Club by the Department of

Lands and Forests that it might safely engage a tenant for the
premises. In September the Executive of the Club interviewed Mr.
Antoine King in Penetang and concluded with him an agreement by
which he and his family should occupy the premises. — The Georgian
Bay Tourist Company began the season with a triweekly service given
by the "Midland City" but about mid-season her steersman, during
a brief absence of the Captain from the bridge cut across the angle
in the channel south of Beausoleil Island causing the boat to strike

a rock which broke through two planks. The boat was at once turned
toward the mainland in order to be beached but when near shore ran
on another rock and stuck fast. There was no panic among the pas-

sengers who were all taken safely ashore. During the remainder
of the season and until September fifteenth service was continued by
the smaller boats of the Company. — The Club in past years having
purchased from the Dominion Government many rocks and small

islands the question now arose as to their sale to holders of nearby
sites. The Board of Directors adopted as a policy that the Club re-

tain the ownership of all such rocks and islands as are too small to

be considered sites. — This year new cottages were built by Miss
Margaret Fletcher and Dr. A. R. Riddell.

1935 ^he s^e an(* buildings owned by Prof. F. J. A. Davidson
were acquired by the Club. — The Annual Meeting approved

a limit of two years as the period for which Directors might grant
the use of an unimproved site to a member who had applied for it.

If, at the end of that period, improvements to the value of $500.00

had been made the Directors would then make the grant permanent.

If such improvements had not been made the permission for the use

of the site would be withdrawn. — Island No. 134 was returned to

the Club by Prof. J. W. Bain. — New cottages were built by Dr.

D. E. S. Wishart and Mr. Gordon Wishart.

1936 ^he interpretation of the term "undergraduate" having again

been questioned a definition was sought from the University

of Toronto. The reply from the Registrar of the University con-

firmed the interpretation adopted by the Club in 1931 and added the

words "Such a student retains the status of an undergraduate until

he has completed the course and graduated, or until, for any reason,
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he has been refused further registration in the University." — Cor-

respondence was carried on with the Dominion Government relative

to the construction of a steamer dock and the improvement of the

channel at the Devils Elbow. — The question of further purchase
of land by the Club was raised at the Annual Meeting. The islands

in the neighborhood of Split Rock were suggested as being specially

desirable. Consideration of the matter was left to the Board of Di-

rectors.

1937 In *ne Pas^ vears when cottagers gathered to fight a fire Prof.

C. H. C. Wright had acted as organizer of their efforts, a
responsibility which he now desires to terminate. The Directors as-

signed this duty to the Caretaker and gave him authority to summon
the cottagers to his aid and, if necessary, to hire any additional help

obtainable. — An engineer from the Ontario Hydro-Electric Com-
mission addressed the Annual Meeting and gave an account of the

construction, both visible and underwater, that would be involved

in bringing electricity from near Honey Harbour to the cottages of

Go Home Bay. Initial costs and annual charges were discussed and
answers given to questions asked by members. The meeting express-

ed no opinion on the project.

1938 Following last year's address by a representative of the On-
tario Hydro-Electric Commission a letter was sent to all

members and associate members setting forth the conditions under
which electricity might be made available to cottages. One reply

was unfavourable to the idea, two were conditional acceptances and
thirty-three were opposed, some of them very strongly so. No
further action was taken. — In November a violent storm did some
damage to Mr. Staunton's cottage. Mr. Colbeck's boathouse was
blown from its foundations and drifted until it lodged against Dr.

Stark's island.

1939 The Caretaker reported that the winter of 1938-39 had been
unusually severe with ice forming to great depth and more

than four feet of snow lying in the bush. No damage to cottages

resulted. — New regulations having been issued by the Department
of Transport governing the speed of motor boats in the minor waters
of Canada a copy of the regulations was posted at the Dock.

1940 When, during the summer, National Registration was or-

dered some inconvenience was anticipated. However the

Club secured the appointment of a Registrar for the region of Go
Home Bay and Mrs. Duncanson offered her cottage as a center for

the Registration and inconvenience was avoided. — A revision of the

value of properties within the Club was required by the Land Tax
Department and resulted in an increase in the tax payable by the

Club. This in turn made necessary an increase in the fees paid by
members as their share of the tax. — Another increase in fees
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affecting about half of the members was due to a revision of the
charges for filling ice-houses. — Timber was being cut north of the
Go Home Lake and River and could have impaired the beauty of ad-
jacent parts of the Club's property. Upon representations being
made full assurance was received from the President of the lumber
company concerned that the cutting would not extend into the Club's

lands. — For practice and for use in the Regatta a springboard was
installed on the island steamer dock. Increased interest and skill in

diving, particularly amoung the younger children, were soon appar-
ent. — Work for the Red Cross was carried on under an able Com-
mittee.

1941 ^ne danger recurred that the pines would be cut from the

Club's mainland property north of the river but satisfactory

assurances were again received from the lumber company and a pos-

sibility developed that an arrangement might be made that would
safeguard the pines in the future. — To aid in combatting the White
Pine Blister Rust typical specimens of the injuries caused by the

early stages of the infection were put on exhibition at the steamer
dock. Pamphlets obtained from the Dominion Forester were dis-

tributed and a notice was posted at the dock urging members to up-

root and destroy all gooseberry and currant bushes on their own
or on unoccupied Club land and to trim from the pines all infected

branches. — After sending to the Club his resignation as Postmaster
a few years ago Professor Wright had withdrawn it on earnest so-

licitation. Now for reasons of health he renewed his resignation and
Mrs. Fenton who, as his assistant, had so ably performed most of

the duties, received the appointment as Postmistress.

1942 The war very noticeably diminished the number of people at

Go-Home, some directly, others indirectly through restricted

holidays. — Negotiations with the Department of Lands and Forests

regarding the acquisition of Lots fronting on the River between the

Narrows and the Chute proceeded but were not yet completed by the

end of the year. — The original limits of the sites on the shore of Is-

land 506 facing into Split Rock were no longer recognizable from
the descriptions first made. This year a professional survey was
made of the part of the shore concerned which aided greatly the work
of the Delimitation Committee in dealing with the applications for

additional frontage there. — The lease to the Club of the lands oc-

cupied by Mr. Antoine King was renewed by the Department of

Lands and Forests.

1943 Tne necessities of war reached out and cancelled the Friday

evening and the early Monday launch service. The Direc-

tors of the Club also reduced the number of authorized Saturday

trips to Midland to be made by the Caretaker before the "Midland

City" began running. — The highest water level since 1929 caused
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much inconvenience by damaging boathouses and small docks and
making the use of others difficult. The Club dock for small boats had
to be rebuilt at a higher level. — This was the fortieth year since

the engagement of Frank Fenton as Caretaker and many expressions

of appreciation of the long and faithful services of both Mr. and Mrs.
Fenton were given them by the Club as a whole and by individual

members.

1944 ^he CmD nad a survey made of the uncharted islands within

its boundaries in order to obtain a technical description of

them. Being uncharted they had not been included in the purchases
from the Dominion Government; but now, having included proper
descriptions of them from a registered surveyor, the way became
open for their acquisition by the Club. — After the distribution of

prizes at the Annual Regatta the President called forward Mr. and
Mrs. Fenton and on behalf of the Club presented them with a Bond
for One Hundred Dollars and an illuminated address reading as fol-

lows:

1904 - 1944
Mr. and Mrs. Fenton:

The members of the Madawaska Club, Go Home Bay,

who for forty years have been faithfully served by Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Fenton desire to place on record an appreciation

of their services.

During this time their duties have demanded a high de-

gree of personal devotion to the interests of the Club, and
never have they failed to support those interests with fidel-

ity and courage.

To assure them both of the great affection and esteem
in which they are held by their friends at Go Home Bay, this

testimonial is presented to them in honour of the fortieth

anniversary of their tenure of office.

Frederick C. Harrison, G. R. Anderson,
President. Secretary.

August 10, 1944.

1945 ^n efficient fire-fighting equipment was purchased. Ade-
quate lengths of hose complete the equipment. — In August

a meeting for discussion of matters of general interest was held at

the steamer dock. All residents were invited and the attendance

was large. Discussion ranged over such topics as the supply of

ice, wood and milk, a speed limit for motorboats, the emergency
medical kit and the pollution of waters within the boundaries of the

Club by boats passing through. A topic not previously introduced

at such meetings was the growing practice of parties, from points

distant from Go Home Bay, fishing within the Club boundaries and
even quite close to the cottages. The only remedy is to have the Club
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waters and some of the surrounding area created a fish sanctuary
and this was also discussed ; some division of opinion was expressed
on this point. — As the prospects of an early peace increased the
holding of a Service of Thanksgiving and a Club bonfire was pro-

posed. When the news of Japan's surrender finally arrived it was
too late in the season to hold the Service but through the action of

a few boatloads of the young people the materials for a large bonfire

were assembled on the southeast headland of Long Island. The
evening, though cool, was fine and the bonfire was largely attended.

Relief that the fighting had ceased, joy and thanksgiving were evi-

den ; but the shock of the destruction of Hiroshima, all in a moment,
and the consciousness of the devastation and suffering that war had
caused subdued the expression of emotion. Songs, indeed there were
but it was a thoughtful group that watched the fire blaze high.

1946 *n October Mr. and Mrs. Halbus were hosts to an informal
gathering for the purpose of paying tribute to the retiring

Secretary, Prof. G. R. Anderson. He received a large number of

congratulatory letters and telegrams ; a portrait was presented and a
biographical sketch was read. To these were added the personal
thanks and appreciations of those present for his long and faithful

service. — The Annual Meeting instructed the Board of Directors

to appoint a Manager whose duty it would be to organize the numer-
ous orders sent in by members to have work done for them before

or during the summer season. — The Board of Directors appointed
Mr. G. A. Trusler to be Club Manager. — The McGibbon Lumber Co.

relinquished to the Government its license to cut timber on the lands

up the River. Until a new license is granted this removes the threat

of disfigurement that has hung over these shores. — Mr. Antoine
King was appointed Caretaker in the place of Mr. Frank Fenton who
retires after forty-two years of service. — The Annual Meeting voted

that an addition be made yearly to the Annuity received by Mr. and
Mrs. Fenton sufficient to bring the total to $1,200.00. — Twenty new
members were elected at the Annual Meeting, a record number.

1947 Many dead trees on the shores of Lake Burwash and Lake
Loudon were cut by the Caretaker and his assistants, the logs

towed to a sawmill near Cognashene Point, sawn and the resulting

lumber used for the Club purposes or sold to members. — The Club
acquired the ownership of the uncharted island at one time known
variously as Chicken or Gallina Island. The Club's interest in the

uncharted island in East Bay has been registered with the Depart-

ment of Indian Affairs. — Mrs. Firth sold to Dr. R. T. Noble the is-

land and buildings that he had rented for many years and to Mr.
J. S. Galbraith the buildings and part of the adjacent island which
constituted the remainder of her holdings in the Club. — Mr. and
Mrs. Fenton returned to the Bay for the summer in order that Mrs,
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Fenton, with the assistance of the Club Manager, might continue to

act as Postmistress. Mr. Galbraith put one of his small houses at

the disposal of Mr. and Mrs. Fenton. — A legacy of fifty dollars was
received from the late Mrs. J. C. Robertson "to be used in some way
helpful to the congregation in its meetings for divine worship." —
On the second day of September a fire broke out in the cottage of

Mr. C. H. Rankin. Prompt action by those who first saw it and by
the Caretaker brought the fire-fighting equipment into play within a
few minutes and resulted in destruction being confined to the eastern

wing where, however, it was complete. — According to information

from sources that should be reliable the Hydro-Electric Commission
has selected the 'Chute as the site of a Power Station.

Pete of Go Home Bay
by Percy J. Robinson

i.

Guess If you see great beeg pine tree
Grow on de rock in north countree
An' toss by all de winds dat blow
You'd say dat's crazee place to grow;
And if you see Old Pete you'd say,

"What for you leeve at Go Home Bay,
Dat place dat's mostly beeg bare rock,
An' noting smooth but steamer dock?"

II.

An' Pete he'd look you in de eye,
An' say, "Bigosh, I tell you why!
If pine tree grow so beeg up dere,
Livin' on rocks an rain an air,

Dat firs class place for me also;

Maybe I learn de tings dey know.
Dere's noder reason too I'll give
For choosin' such queer place to live,

Rock may be rough, an' wind blow
high,

An nothin' much but stones an sky,
But campin' roun' de shore you'll find
Fellers dat sure have great beeg mind;
It's Madawaska fellers keep
De rest de world from goin' to sleep!

III.

An' anyway Pete's goin' to stay
De rest of his life at Go-Home Bay
Work when he like, an have no boss
An' not care much 'bout gain or loss

—

Fellers dat work de whole year round
Will soon be restin' under ground
An College fellers work—Pete hear

—

Jus' leetle more 'n half de year
When summer come dey draw de pay
An' fool around at Go-Home Bay

An' some of dem keep playin' about
Until de beeg frost freeze 'em out.

In winter when dey work Pete tink
His job's de best—he's trappin' mink,
He's chasin' deer, he's shootin' bear,
He make de leetle muskrat scare,

He tramp de woods an' see de stars

De're ridin' in de trolley cars
An' pack so tight an' squeeze so small
Dey haven't any life at all!

IV.

Mos' kind of folk is born somewhere,
An' go to school an' learn de prayer;
An' Pete he's born in old Kebec;
Dat's mos fine place you don't expec,
Where house she's small and famlee

beeg,
An' plenty cow and long leg peeg;
Where soon as enfant grow beeg man
He start himself, as soon he can,
And have la plus grande familie
Grow round heem thick like branch

on tree,

On same ole place hees fader stay,

An' where hees grandpere too grow
gray.

But Pete he like de wood instead,
Sleep on de rock an pine tree bed,
Wit lumber jack he roam away
Until he come to Go Home Bay.

V.

Dere up de river out of sight
He find some land you bet's alright.

Dere's miles an miles of rock all

round,
But dat dere land is firs class ground.
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"For nice leetle farm she can't be
beat;

Near College fellers, too", said Pete.

For 'bout dat time dey start dere club;

Leave city clothes an city grub;
Live like Canadien long ago
On farm an' outside air also;

See miles an' miles all round de sky,

An beeg clouds chasin' small clouds
by;

An leavin' all dos great beeg books,
Dey learn some tings from nature's

looks.

"Fellers like dat," said Pete, "I see
Is just de company for me."

VI.

An hearin' wat dose wise men say
Ole Pete grows wiser every day;
Is satisfy wit tings dat are,

An he don't want beeg motor car,

Ole second-han' boat she plenty good
To carry milk an tote de wood;
But if rich man give Pete a ride
In beeg Ford car wit seat inside,

Why Pete he ride like gentleman;
You tink he never porte milk can.
Man's all de same dat's philosophe,
No deeferance poor or better off.

VII.

Dere's lots of ting dat no one know;
What makes les petits enfants grow;
Why beeg strong man he mus' get old;

Why dis year hot an dat year cold;

An why de wind dat blow so still,

Can roar like train dat pass on hill;

Dere's noting anywhere also

So strong as wind dat blow an blow,
An all de wise men in dat bay
Can't make de beeg wind go away
An' stop, when he tear up de sky,

An' slam de house, an' holler high;
An' when Lake Huron fall or rise,

Some folks don know, Pete's not sur-
prise;

He says it's lumber fellers' dam;
Or else de log dey may be jam;
Or praps on N'agra Falls below
Some rock fall out an water flow;
Dat may be wrong, dat may be true;

De College fellers don' know too.

VIII.

An when dey say Pete's milk's not
nice,

"Nex year," Pete say, "I get some ice

An freeze de College fellers' germs;
I never see dos leetle worms
Dat make dem scare dey all get sick;

Milk can't be beat, she is so thick
I put some water, den she pour
A leetle quicker dan before."

IX.

An wen de ladies come an beg
For nice legume an new laid egg,
Pete always say, "Next year, O den
I buy for sure a hundred hen,
An clear more land, an plant more

seed,
An sell dem all de ting dey need."
Dere's lots of oder people too
Dat promise more dan dey can do.

X.

Some tarn ago Ole Pete get sick
An go an see de doctor quick;
Beeg doctor say he's dead man sure
Unless he let heem make de cure.
He's got disease dat need de knife;

Dat's only ting will save hees life.

Pete say he guess he'll wait a while;
For tings like dat dey cost a pile;

Mus pay beeg money, cure or kill.

So first Pete tink he try Gin Pill.

"All same to me", beeg doctor say,

"You dead man sure six month to-

day".
Ole Pete he's scare, start right away,
He take Gin Pill tree times each day;
An den forgetting all before
At bed time too he take some more;
An often when he wake at night
He take Gin Pill to stop de fright.

An strange ting happen, can't say how,
Pete cure hisself, he's strong man

now;
An dat beeg doctor's in de bed,
An lyin' dere an sick instead.

XI.

Some day Ole Pete'll die I 'spose,

An go where everybody goes;
An leetle mink dey get some rest,

Not carin' much Pete's bann'd or
blest,

Long as he ain't around to skin
De nice leetle fur dere livin' in;

Dey shake de nose, dey blink de eye,

Don' matter much dere wet or dry;

Dey run so fast I bet you tink
Ole Pete was smart to ketch dose

mink.
An when Ole Pete's no longer by,

De College fellers — dey won't try.

XII.
An' if old Charon go on strike,

It's Pete'll get de job mos' like;

In gaz-o-leen dat leek de most,
Across de Styx he'll carry ghost.

'Twill be nice ting down dere some
day

To hear "tchug" "tchug" like Go
Home Bay.
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Frank Fenton's Recollections
by Gregory Clark

"V^ou can't imagine," said Frank, "the quantities of fish there were
•- around Go Home Bay in the old days.

"Oh, that would be in the eighties. At High Rock—long before

W. J. turned up—we had six boats ; and at Split Rock, five.

"Those were shoal boats, about 16 to 18 feet in length, and man-
ned by two men. There was a shack where W. J.'s cottage is now;
and up at Split Rock, Andy Swartman, who owned the license, had
a larger fishing station.

"Two 30 foot mackinaws sailed three trips a week down to

Waubaushene with our catch from the shoal boats. There was no
train at Midland. Three trips a week; down, loaded with fish; and
back up with ice and supplies.

"We started to fish as soon as the ice went out. That would be
anywhere from mid April to the 10th of May; and we fished until

near the end of June, when the pickerel moved out into the open
again. Go Home was full of pickerel. Each of the shoal boats would
put out ten pieces of net in the afternoon; and in the morning we
would take sixty to eighty pickerel from each piece of net—that's

six or eight hundred fish to each boat. There were the eleven boats

working. So you can imagine how many thousand pickerel those two
mackinaws sailed down to Waubaushene three times a week. From
right here at Go Home.

"We fished all the bays. We would set out nets across from
Stark's Island to Riddell's point. At nightfall, you would see the

pickerel coming in from the open, through the steamer channel, and
the water would be fairly boiling with them. Another set for the

nets was across from Stark's Island past Bensley's island to the Big
Island shore. We set our nets everywhere, even in the small inside

bay, wherever the swarms of pickerel ran.

"One of the good places to troll for them, while filling in time

between lifting the nets, was the deep hole that lies between Stark's

island and Bensley's. We used the old otter bait, and hauled pickerel

in just as fast as we could throw the lines out and pull them in.

"I suppose it is hard for you to believe it was like that at Go
Home in the good old days. The commercial fishing had pretty well

skinned the pickerel out before the Madawaska Club moved in. But
when I was a boy, before I started to work up here with Swartman, I

used to work on the seine nets they ran down at Waubaushene itself.
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These nets were set in the ice, off the town, as soon as the pickerel

run started, in April and were in operation until the ice went out in

May. They hauled these nets three times every night. And if they
did not get from a ton to a ton and a half of fish every haul, they
figured their time was wasted.

"There were three of these seines operating in Waubaushene Bay.
Each pulled a ton or better three times a night.

"This may sound extravagant, but it is not. For one thing, we
never bothered to weigh fish. The box cars half full of ice would
be run up to the ramps on which we hauled the nets. The pickerel

were neither counted or weighed. We pitch-forked them right into

the iced cars ; and when a box car was full, it was closed up. Trains
left every day from Waubaushene loaded with tons of pickerel, for

the American market, chiefly.

"Of course, it was like this at Go Home, too. All the rivers of the

Georgian Bay were teeming with fish. Down at Waubaushene, at the

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., the kids would go out on the log booms,
as soon as the ice went out, with gunny sacks, and fill them with
live pickerel that jumped up between the logs and couldn't get back.

The Sturgeon, the Nottawa, the Severn, all the rivers were stiff with
pickerel. Waubaushene was the main centre, because the iced cars

could be backed down practically to where the nets were hauled.

"After the ice went out, the various licensed fishermen moved
out to the different rivers. I went to Andy Swartman at what we
called Bushby Inlet in those times.

"There was the herring run, as well. For example, we would
run a net from Split Rock to a shoal off Piersol's, then to Split Rock
and back to Staunton Wishart's. Star's island was also a good her-

ring set. With twelve pounds of net, we could get 2,000 to 3,000

herring at a haul.

"We would take the herring ashore, right there, clean 'em, wash
'em, salt 'em in barrels. We then sailed them down to Waubaushene
in the mackinaws ; and we got $2.50 a barrel. The barrel cost $1.

"It was the hardest work I ever did, and I got $15 a month.
But that's all right. We used to sail down to Buffalo or Tonawanda,
in those days ; and near the docks, we could get a flagon of beer with

two handles on it, a big plate of beans and all the bread you wanted
for a nickel. I imagine we had just as much money to spend as we
have now, in proportion.

"I did not know, in those early days, that I was destined to

spend 45 years of my life as caretaker of a club at Go Home. You
could not foresee such things.

"The fish were there. And we took them."
* * * *

There was young Frank, standing on High Rock, looking down
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the Bay to see if the mackinaws were coming. He was standing on
historic ground. Kwabikong* is the Indian name for High Rock.

When the first white men started, 350 years ago, pushing their

insatiable noses inland from Quebec, Kwabikong was a familiar

camp of the Indians coming down from the rich beaver country of

Muskoka.
For two centuries, the main traffic went up the Ottawa, out the

French and down the Georgian Bay shore. All that time, Muskoka,
Lake of Bays and the hither side of Algonquin Park constituted an
unexplored land. It was close to 200 years after Champlain went
up the Ottawa and down the familiar Georgian Bay shore that Alex-
ander Shireff, in 1829, came through the secret land from the Ottawa
to Penetang, via Burntroot Lake, Canoe Lake, Lake of Bays, Muskoka
Lakes and down the Muskosh to Penetang. He returned the same
way. In 1835, David Thompson went from Penetang to Ottawa via

the same route—up the Muskosh to Muskoka, across through Lake
of Bays and Algonquin Park and out to the Ottawa river at Deux
Rivieres.

Neither of these men took the Go Home river, preferring the

nearer Muskosh. But Old Solomon Aissance told me very definitely

that, in the olden days, the Indians coming from inland, with their

furs, always took the short cut from Flat Rock Lake down the Go
Home, rather than following the Muskosh to the Bay. The white
man brought grief with him, right from the start. What with the

Huron massacres, the French-English war, the Revolutionary War
and the War of 1812, the nomadic Indians from the Muskoka plateau

never knew what lay in store for them when they came out to the
Bay. So, said Old Solomon, they took the short cut down the Go
Home River, to Kwabikong.

W. J. Loudon's High Rock, where they camped for a time and
studied the Bay, watching for camp fires at night, peering by day
for passers-by, up and down the great highway of the Bay, from
whom they could get news of the latest state of affairs in the white
man's troubled world.

It was safer than coming bang out into the islands off the mouth
of the Muskosh : you never knew who might be waiting there. From
Kwabikong, you could look before you leaped.

Kwabikong is the first thing we watch for, as we round R. Y.
Eaton's. It is a landmark to us. It was a landmark long ago. And
young Frank Fenton used to sit on top of it, watching for the mack-
inaws to come back from Waubaushene for another load of tons of

pickerel from Go Home.

* The going back rock, cf. footnote on p. 11 of 1923 History.
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Canoe Trips
by D. E. S. Wishart

HHHE ANNALS OF 1923 with regret noted changes in the appear-
•- ance and customs of Go Home Bay — and these of 1948 will

record many more alterations — again with deep regret. But it is

with much sadness that one must report those that have occurred
in the matter of canoe trips.

In 1923 canoe trips were still a constant feature of the life in

our club and our hope and belief then was that they would continue
to be a pleasure much indulged in. But surprising geographical
transformations have occurred which were uncontemplated then and
these have been accompanied by equally startling changes in the

habits of the youth.

In those far off days every cottage had one or more canoes

—

and used them. Now many cottages use their canoes exclusively

at regatta time and some even maintain semi-racing types to bene-

fit their family in the races. Only cottages close to the dock use

them for daily transportation and wave-making launches render
their use somewhat risky.

There is now no mystery about the inland waters. Excellent

air maps have revealed every pond and lake and these are infested

by parties brought there to fish by commercial fishermen guides.

The Devil's Elbow and the Narrows have had their useful obstruc-

tions blasted out to the benefit of these unwelcome visitors.

It used to be a pleasure to trip through the lakes of the Big
Island, to the Chute, to Green Bass Lake, to the long arms of Go
Home Lake, to Marsh Lake, to Clear Lake, on the round trip to

Campbell's Mills, up the Muskosh, and down the Moon, or to Bala

and return. For on such trips there was peace and quiet,—often

one would meet no one—the beauties of noiseless nature were the

reward of the adventures.

These pleasures are gone forever.

A power development at Ragged Rapids has blotted out the

famous Moon Chute. Only a little current and the memorial cross

remain as marks. The beautiful old trail has vanished. The
wonderful spring of cold water, now close to the water's edge, is

probably unknown to most of the boats that throng the great lake

which has replaced the narrow rivers. A dam has reduced the

water allowed to go down the famous gorge of the Moon. The Moon
used to be a marvellous river on which to have a trip. Now
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it is a creek which tempts an occasional canoe-tripper to descend,

but no one is foolish enough to go up the river.

And below Raggedy is another lake,—a huge one covering and
obliterating the Three Sisters, Squaw Chute, the Cedars, and
Brown's Falls,—with great ugly bays with muddy banks, made
dangerous with treacherous stumps. These changes have removed
seven lift-overs and portages—unusually attractive obstacles which
made canoe-tripping on the Muskosh a pleasure.

And those little lakes off Go Home Lake, formerly so secluded.

They always contain unwelcome strange fishermen—chiefly from
Honey Harbor—sometimes delivered and called for by aeroplane.

The result of these changes on our young people has been inevit-

able.

No one plans a canoe trip on what used to be a beautiful river,

but once or twice a summer a party will travel to Bala to dance.

Several launches will tow the canoes of the party to the Chute

—

now an unpicturesque poison-ivy covered road. Some of the launches

return to the Bay—some are tied to docks with worry lest thieves

or malicious persons damage them.

The trip to Flat Rock passes old camping or luncheon spots,

now occupied by cottages. Frequently some rowdy fishing party
in a launch will pass with utter disregard to those in the canoes.

Flat Rock may be occupied by campers served by guides with
outboards.

The visitors are none too pleasant,—more than one of our
parties having been molested. One of our groups of boys had to

fight off some toughs who seemed bent on stealing. The safety of

the river has gone.

Several parties will be found between Flat Rock and Sandy
Grey, and the latter may have campers at each end. There will be
campers at several spots between it and Big Eddy. And after the

latter, all that remains are the two undesirable lakes already

mentioned.

No privacy. Dirty or occupied camping spots. Water of

questionable purity. Do you wonder that the trip to Bala is now
only a way to a musty dance hall ! Just something to do as a stunt

—

once a summer—and only in a gang—for only thus can the safety

of the trippers be assured. The meals come out of cans. The water
must be boiled. No tents. Two of the six meals are at home and
two probably at a good quick-lunch.

Our lovely river used to be an ideal training ground for each
generation of our young people. Is it any wonder that our youth
now know little about how to plan and make and endure a real

canoe trip?

Roads now carry the unworthy city dweller to Ragged Rapids
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and to Moon Chute and more changes are underway. In a few
years power dams at Sandy Gray and at the Chute will create two
new great lakes. Flat Rock Falls, Hunter's Narrows, Pike Bay,
Green Bass Lake, Marsh Lake, the lakes off Miner's Bay—to mention
only a few—will disappear. A great busy highway will run from
Waubaushene via Honey Harbor and the Chute through Tadenac and
across the lower part of the Moon River to Parry Sound. Cottages
as close as exist now at Honey Harbor and Nottawasaga Bay will

disfigure the shores and none of the water will be drinkable. The
area loved so much by all of us will vanish. The privacy which was
the reward of the vigorous canoeist will become the dirty, polluted,

crowded playground of uncivilized, refuse-strewing pleasure seekers.

Sailing at Go Home Bay
As has been recorded elsewhere, the 12' dinghy and its de-

signer J. Wilton Morse were early associated with the life of Go
Home Bay. Morse also designed a 14' boat which made its ap-

pearance shortly after the 12'. Races were sailed from the first

days of the Club and have, with periods of greater and less en-

thusiasm, been one of the chief interests of the young people through-
out the years. The first weekly sailing races were organized in

1902, when money was collected and a cup offered for competition

which was won by Tom Loudon. In 1904 Don Fraser in P. J. Robin-
son's boat won a flag emblazoned G.H.B.A.A.—not since then have
we ventured to call ourselves an aquatic association! Races were
sailed more or less regularly up till 1915. There was a break during
the war, but they were resumed in 1920.

In 1921, to encourage the young people to take up the sport,

Dr. James MacCallum and Dr. Fred Starr presented flags for week-
ly competition in the 14' and 12' classes, replicas to remain in the

possession of the season's winners. These flags were given up till

about 1927. In 1922 Leslie Wilson inaugurated a series of crew
races on the lines of those sailed off the New England coast, and
offered the Bushby Cup for competition. Three or four of the most
evenly matched boats were chosen and an equal number of crews

to man them,—the crews to sail each boat in turn. It was a great

idea and aroused much interest among the young people for many
years. At first Mr. Wilson himself competed along with J. MacCallum,

Gilbert Robinson, Ross Wilson, Gordon Wishart and others, but

later he undertook the arduous task of organizing and judging the
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races. These cups were competed for and won by all of the above.
As the decade neared its close the more serious activities of life

claimed the summer time of that generation and sailing fell into a
temporary decline.

When interest revived in the early 30's the day of the Marconis
had come. It was some time before there were enough such boats
in the Bay to constitute a distinct class, but those belonging to Art
MacCallum and Velyen Henderson held a distinct advantage over the

gaff rigged boats in all weathers, if properly sailed. Before long
Marconis were owned by the Fletcher, Fraser, Wilson, Foulds, Dun-
canson and Harris families and a separate class was established.

With the new boats and a new generation of sailors, a Rules Com-
mittee was inaugurated. This Committee revised the course and
produced a set of rules based on those of the North American Yacht
Racing Union applicable to local conditions. At this time the start-

ing line was moved from the old Wishart cottage to Badgley's point,

and an outside triangular course, starting at Wilson's and rounding
the Warwick Rocks and the Valentine spar buoy was laid out.

Trophies for the various classes were revived: R. I. Harris present-

ed a cup for the 12' dinghies and Almond Fletcher one for the 14'

gaffs. The late D. H. Duncanson, much interested in sailing on his

only visit to Go Home, presented the trophy for the 14' Marconis.

These cups are awarded on total points for the best five races of

each boat for the season. The Bushby Cup races have been sailed

once or twice since 1927, but it is difficult to find time for the races

and anyone competent and free to supervise them.

The sailing races have not been without their amusing incidents.

Don Fraser, Jr. probably holds the honour of being the first, and
the last, to break out a spinnaker in a race at Go Home Bay. Those
present will long remember the antics of both Don and his boat. The
last weekly race of the 1941 season was enlivened by a squall which
upset three boats in as many seconds. To quote from the official

record: 'only one of the 12 footers finished due to a severe and
sudden windstorm which swept the bay clear of all sail boats in

nothing flat. Two of the boats were damaged and others sustained

injuries which will doubtless become apparent in a short time'.

The 12' class has continued on throughout the years, though
latterly with decreasing interest. The boats are ideal for training

the youngsters and almost all Go Home sailors have passed their

apprenticeship at the tiller of one of these relics of fifty years ago.

How long this will continue to be the case is hard to predict, for

the boats will not last indefinitely, though heavily built of good
Ontario cedar. The Beauregard 12' is the only recent addition to

the fleet and it more resembles the Aykroyd 14' than its Hodson 12'

predecessors.
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Recently, community sailing picnics have proven popular with
the younger fry, and on at least one occasion the small harbour at
the northern end of the South-East Pine island has sheltered as
many as a dozen boats. Of course such casual sailing has been
the pleasure of many throughout the years, perhaps enjoyed most
by those who have not participated in the races. Long may this

continue to be the case, for the feeling of freedom and close associa-

tion with nature which comes when one is alone with a sail above
and the lapping waters beneath, not urged on by the competitive
spirit, is one of the never to be forgotten joys of youth and age.

The story of sailing at Go Home Bay would not be complete
without mentioning the larger craft, such as Art MacCallum's blue
sloop and Lawton Ridout's yawl, both of which competed in the
Huron to Mackinac races with considerable success. E. G. Staunton
and A. E. Duncanson have 18' sloop-rigged Cape Cod boats which
have proven very satisfactory for the Bay.

In conclusion, we record the inauguration in 1946 of an annual
series of races between the Pointe au Baril Islanders Association

and the Madawaska Club. Two series of races have been held at

Pointe au Baril and one at Go Home Bay, resulting in a win for

each community and one tie. A happy time has been had by all

the contestants on these occasions and it is hoped that the races may
continue to be sailed for many years to come.

JOHN DUNCANSON
DEREK FOULDS
GILBERT ROBINSON

The "Gladys" and "The Firefly"
by T. R. Loudon

IT USED TO BE SAID in the early days of the Club by those who
had been out late at night that at five a.m., an alarm clock could

be heard ringing faintly under the water in the neighbourhood of

what is now Fred Robertson's point. I never investigated the rumour
myself, largely because I believe as Sir Harry Lauder says in one
of his songs; "It is nice to get up in the morning but it is nicer to

lie in bed"; especially at five a.m. standard time. But if there was
ever anything in the rumour, I think I can throw some light on the

matter.

There was great excitement among the young people of the

Madawaska Club when it was announced that a regatta was to be

held during the first week of August 1900. There were to be sailing

races during the morning of Friday of that week; and on Saturday
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afternoon, there were to be rowing and paddling races.

All summer there had been intense rivalry among the crews of

the twelve foot dinghies who sailed impromptu races almost daily;

but the real interest centred on two sailing skiffs, the "Gladys" and
the "Firefly"; largely because of the skill required to make these

boats sail a predictable course.

The "Gladys", sailed by John McCurdy, was an eighteen foot

skiff fitted with an inadequate centre board and two "Bat Wing"
sails. It had been built by Bastien of Hamilton, Ontario, and was an
obvious attempt to copy the fast "St. Lawrence" sailing skiffs so

popular in those days.

The High Rock "Firefly", on the other hand, was merely an
eighteen foot row boat built in 1900 by Boucher of Penetang who
had fitted a keel two inches deep the entire length of the boat and
also a mast step about three feet aft of the bow, thereby making it

possible for enthusiastic young people to imagine that it was a real

sailing skiff. A homemade sail of the gaff and boom type was rigged

on a mast made from a local spruce tree. This completed the illusion

that the crew of Irving Taylor and myself were in possession of a
sail boat which, while not quite in the class of the "America's Cup"
challengers, could at least be sailed with equal skill.

"Coming about" for both these skiffs was an operation requiring

great experience. Indeed, any one not practised in doing so usually

had to resort to rowing or paddling to accomplish the manoeuvre!
But John McCurdy was so expert in manipulating his two "Bat
Wing" sails in order to force the stern and bow around at the cor-

rect moments that the "Gladys" in his hands usually came about on
a new tack in thirty seconds!! The "Firefly", on the other hand,
had to be brought about by the barefooted crew moving forward
suddenly so that the mainsail could swing the elevated stern around.

Then at the right moment the crew would shift aft and by pulling in

the sail, swing the elevated bow "off the wind". I think we usually

got around in twenty-nine seconds!—at least, John McCurdy always

said that the "Firefly" was a little faster than the "Gladys" in "com-
ing about".

The day before the race, the crew of the "Firefly" had a bril-

liant idea. We had spent all week in practising "coming about"

until we never failed in the operation ; but in spite of this excellence

in performance, the "Firefly" continued to drift sideways. True, we
consoled ourselves, the "Gladys" was also a drifter. But think what
might happen if we could stop the "Firefly" from drifting ! We were
sitting on our dock with our bare feet in the water discussing the

matter when like a flash the idea came ; why not put a centre board
on the "Firefly"? This was perfectly legitimate as there is no lim-

itation as to whether or not a centreboard shall be fixed in position

—except that one will most likely hit a rock sooner or later with a
fixed centreboard !

!
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We pulled the "Firefly" up and turned her over on a rock beside
which there was deep water. The idea was to screw a centreboard
to the keel and then roll the boat back into the deep water. After
that, all that we had to do was to keep away from shallow water.
It is not necessary to go into details as to how we smoothed a pine
plank thirty inches long and ten inches wide, sharpened the edges
to lower the resistance and used four three-inch screws to fasten
the centreboard to the keel. It was eight o'clock in the evening when
we finished. We had done some calculation as to the correct position
for the centreboard; but were we right?

Fortunately, there was a good breeze that evening so out we
went. I shall always remember our delight when we first pointed
up into the wind and saw that the good old "Firefly" had ceased to
drift; and then we came about. There was no doubt about it this
time! We practised in the dark till eleven o'clock that night; came
home and went to bed after setting the alarm for five o'clock the
next morning. Then out we sailed again in the early dawn and found
that indeed at last we had a sail boat really worthy of our fancied
skill!

The triangular course of the race had the starting line out in

front of Dr. Wishart's cottage with one buoy set near the south
shore of Go Home Bay and another up near Dr. Bensley's Island.

With the wind blowing from the North West about fifteen miles per
hour but dropping and somewhat gusty on race day, this triangle

gave a broad reach on the first leg, a beat to windward on the second
leg and a run home with the wind on the quarter for the final leg.

The steam launch "Madawaska" appeared at race time and
anchored at the start. On board was the official starter of the race

Prof. C. H. C. Wright with Dean John Galbraith as referee and
general supervisor to see, among other things, that the willing

amateur deck hands did not burst the boiler by their enthusiastic

stoking to keep up steam pressure.

Both the "Gladys" and "Firefly" adopted drifting tactics until

the five minute gun. There was no mistake about this signal as both

shotgun barrels were fired by the starter in his excitement.

I think John McCurdy had a watch in his hand to judge the time

for the start ; but as no one at High Rock would hazard a watch with
us, we used our alarm clock which curiously enough had a second

hand.

Bang ! went the starting gun and the boats crossed the line. The
"Gladys" was about fifty feet ahead but the "Firefly" held the wind-

ward position. I can still see the "Gladys" on that broad reach

pointing up slightly to allow for her drift; and then the "Firefly"

passed her with such ease that John McCurdy looked at us with a

puzzled expression on his face at our lack of drift and outburst of

speed. We turned the first buoy about fifteen seconds ahead. Then
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we split tacks and on the first crossing we thought that all was over
as we were well up to windward. At the second buoy, the "Firefly"
had a lead of almost a minute; and away we went on the home
stretch.

Now curiously enough, we had been so intent before the race on
practicing heading into the wind that we knew little or nothing about
the "Firefly's" new characteristics in running before the wind. I

noticed shortly after we turned the second buoy that our boat rolled

badly with the gusty wind on our quarter. But with the lead we had,
this didn't worry our inexperienced minds.

As we drew near Fred Robertson's point, a very sudden gust
rolled us over until the boom trailed in the water. This acted like a
rudder and swung the boat off the wind and another gust increased
the list. We could do nothing to right our boat; and slowly, slowly
over we went!

Down came the "Gladys" with her crew wearing broad grins
and waving to us as they went by. They weren't worried about
seeing us in the water as none" of the youngsters in those days cared
whether they were in or out of the water. In a few seconds, the

"Gladys" was over the line and the tortoise had won the race!

But as we scrambled out of the sinking "Firefly", I remember
seeing the alarm clock tumbling along the seat on which I had placed

it. Just as it went overboard, the gunnel must have caught the alarm
catch and pulled it aside to the position which would allow the bell

to ring in the future at the time for which we had set it the night
before—five o'clock.

The next day over a course beginning in front of Mr. Joseph
Clark's cottage and finishing near Dr. MacPhedran's site, the "Fire-

fly" with its centreboard removed won the senior rowing doubles.

This was not surprising as one looks back on events. The crew had
rowed in and out from High Rock to the steamer dock almost twice a

day "just for fun".

During this same afternoon among the races was one between
two teams of four Indians from Christian Island in each canoe—an
excellent event and hotly contested.

Then after the races, there was the usual picnic for which Dr.

and Mrs. MacPhedran had kindly lent their cottage as headquarters.

My outstanding recollection of this happy event is that of seeing

two of the Indian canoeists each pouring out a glass full of pure

lime juice and solemnly drinking it without any change of expression.

I know this created the impression in our young minds that at last

we had seen true Indian courage under adversity almost equal to

that of being burnt at. the stake without any expressions of agony!

The "Gladys" has long since disappeared; but the "Firefly" in

1948 is still in service as a row boat at High Rock.
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Story of the Fentons
by Constance Sharp

When I was asked to prepare something for the history about
the Fentons and their 44 years as caretakers of the Club, I wrote
to Mrs. Fenton for some details. Her letter is so characteristic

that I feel nothing could improve on it as far as documenting these
two lovable people is concerned. It need hardly be added that for
the great majority of Go Homers, the Fentons are integral with Go
Home and all its memories. Two generations have grown up in the

affection and often the care of this happy, courageous and in-

describably devoted couple.

In her letter, Mrs. Fenton says it nearly broke her heart when
Frank decided they were getting too old to live any more at Go
Home in winter. The parting was a wrench for the Club as well.

For nearly the entire span of this half century of the club's history,

they had been identified with the place and its activities in a sense

the word "caretaker" does not at all imply. They were our custodians.

It can only be hoped they got as much happiness out of Go Home
as have literally three generations of those of us for whom they

took care.

This is Mrs. Fenton's letter:

"We were married on Sept, 5th, 1900. I think Frank
and I must have married for love because after Frank paid

the minister he had $3.00 left and I had $5. Frank was
sailing and was to have written exams for his Captain's

paper, but in August 1901 his hearing became so affected

he couldn't hear at all. We consulted specialists who gave

us hope saying his hearing would return in 3 years. Dad
Fenton and Mrs. Fenton and youngest daughter lived on

the site that now belongs to Ross Wilson. We lived with

them one year. The directors of the Club wrote to Frank
offering him the caretaking job. Mr. Nault had offended

some of the club members and also his children (12) prefer-

ring living in Penetang. I felt very badly at the thought

of going away from my mother. But I was married and

knew I must help Frank earn a living and hear for him.

On Sept. 3rd (1903) Mr. Nault moved out and we cleaned,

fumigated (bugs) and took over our duties as caretakers

for the Club. Frank's sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
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Fred Storms built the house (the C. L. Wilsons rebuilt

kitchen and dining room). Storms helped Frank with his

work in the summer and the ice in the winter for two years
and Mrs. Storms baked bread and buns and sold to the cot-

tagers.

"Frank and I always tried to attend the Firemen's ball

at Midland. March 17th the ice was always safe for dogs
and a light sled but it was necessary to travel very early in

the morning. We had no trouble getting down and left the
dance at 2 a.m., changed our clothes, attached the dogs to

the sled and left for home 4 a.m. All went well until we
were near B. A. Bensley's when the sleigh broke through the

ice over a shoal, the dogs, a large rooster (in a crate) which
floated to shore, Frank gave me a shove on my rear end and
we all made the shore but very wet, and glad to walk the rest

of the way home, and being young suffered no bad effects.

Frank quite often had to swim in the spring when the ice

was weak. If the dogs were nervous they would try to climb

out on Frank's back.

"One year we were on our way to town, Prof. Wright,
Dr. Lougheed and other members of the Toronto Univ.
Masonic lodge were coming to Midland to give Frank a

degree, Captain Wallace was on his way down from Man-
itou, and on Jan. 23 when the ice was generally safe we
started down. Wallace was in the lead picking his way
where the ice ought to be safe. He motioned us to go over to

the north of where he had gone, but our horse went through
the ice (at the back of Beck's cottage opposite Whalen's)
and it was 20 minutes before we were able to get her out.

Frank and Wallace both slipped in with the horse and I

pulled them out. It being 25° below zero Frank froze his

feet quite badly before we got back to the house and a warm
fire. He was laid up for two weeks. Frank finally went
down to Toronto and was given his degree.

"We took my mother and stepfather up with us when my
brother married and left my parents alone. Mother was
with us 8 years when she wandered away on our 15th anni-

versary. When we could not find her I asked Prof. Wright
to help us. He at once organized a party of 30 men and
boys, who searched from daylight until dark for 3 days, and

it was eleven weeks before Frank, Ernest Bath (a nephew)
and Toby and Pete LaForge found her body. The suspense

was terrible, Mother was such a dear. I know what the

mothers felt during the war.

"The winter we found and captured an escaped convict
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was a very unpleasant experience for us. LaForge boys
were filling the Abbott's ice house and came in to tell us
someone had cut a hole in the ice and there were tracks up
to the Abbott cottage. We had been on the lookout for him
for several days. We would see tracks but found no one in
the cottages but knew someone had been occupying them.
And on April 11th at daylight Frank and I, also our small
dog Snapper (who would jump at any person if he thought
they were going to hurt me) went to the Abbott's. I opened
the door. I couldn't let Frank go in first because he couldn't
hear, and we knew someone was in the cottage because it

was quite warm. We went out to the kitchen and a very
warm fire was burning. We managed to open the kitchen
door and I went behind the stove and shoved the bedroom
door open with a mop handle. But the dog bounded for the

door (barking) and I heard a scramble and bang went the

door and a hand holding a revolver was aiming at Frank. I

yelled at Frank and his shot hit the man in the arm, he im-
mediately dropped the revolver. I dressed his wound with
iodine at the Abbott's cottage. Then Frank in the lead, man
next, the dog and I bringing up the rear, with his revolver

ready should we have any trouble, we walked home over the

rocks, after making sure the fire, etc., was O.K. at the

Abbott's. While Frank was getting the horse ready for the

trip to Penetang I again made the arm as comfortable as I

could, he was in great pain and I gave him a drink of rye

and a cup of tea. To make sure our man could not get away
we wrapped him up in the horse blanket and fastened it

with very large safety pins. He complained that the blanket

stinked. The LaForge boys were filling the Rev. R. D.

Fraser's ice house and Frank asked Toby to come along with

us. The ice was very unsafe and we needed help if the horse

should break through. Frank and I returned home the next

morning after leaving the man with the policeman in Pene-

tang. Toby LaForge remained over a day or so in Penetang

to hear the trial, and reported to us that the man was asked

why he allowed himself to be captured, his reply was he

"could not frighten that little, black eyed b of a

woman."
"It nearly broke my heart when Frank decided we were

too old to live at Go Home in the winter, and the responsibil-

ity was getting a bit too much for us. We will always love

Go Home and the Club members."
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Early History
By Percy J. Robinson

The three hundredth anniversary of the martyrdom of Brebeuf

and Lalemant end the expulsion of the Hurons, Petuns and Neutrals

from western Ontario will be celebrated in 1948-50. Enthusiastic

archaeologists have been digging up fresh history and have already

determined and explored the sites of Cahiague, Ossossane and St.

Ignace; Sagard's Journey to the Huron Country has been trans-

lated into English; Fort Ste. Marie founded in 1639 is to be re-

stored—the oldest building west of the Alleghanies—much progress

has been made in knowledge of the Lake region during the two cen-

turies before Simcoe. The ever increasing number of tourists and a
growing interest in local history together with the possibility of a
highway along the eastern shore of Georgian Bay make a revision

of the article on early history of the locality desirable.

Among the rocks and pine trees at Go Home, in a region quite

unsuited for permanent habitation, we have few local antiquities,

but in full view across the water are the hills and valleys where
Champlain, in 1615, found 30,000 Hurons settled amid fertile fields

practicing a rude agriculture but possessing on this side of the bay
a happy hunting ground where all kinds of fish and game could be
taken, and so well stocked with wild berries that all the tribes flock-

ed to our shores to harvest in summer an unlimited supply of food.

In this fortunate region Champlain and the missionaries saw a great

opportunity for the conversion of the savages and the conquest of

the interior; the project won complete approval in Europe; Cardinal

Richelieu himself was one of the first to commend and support the

undertaking; he saw in the foundation of Fort Ste. Marie a point

of departure destined to assure to the French the domination of the

west and freedom of communication in all directions. Past Bushby
Point so long as the canoe remained the only means of transporta-

tion for two centuries at least missionaries, traders and explorers

found their way north and west and south, and from 1615 to 1650
this was the only route to Quebec.

The word Huron is an old French word signifying an unkempt
person, a ruffian, or a lout, and was first applied to our Hurons by the

early French traders who met them on the St. Lawrence in the 16th
century. Rebellious French peasants in France as early as 1358
had been called Hurons ; the word had a well-known derogatory sig-

nificance. Their own name according to Sagard was Houandate,
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island people, and the name which they gave to their country, Ouen-
dake, means, among the islands. After the expulsion they became
known as Wyandots which is plainly a form of the original name.

A hundred years before the arrival of Champlain Cartier had
met, at Gaspe and at Stadaconna and Hochelaga on the St. Lawrence,
Indians who spoke a language which was later proved to be almost

identical with that spoken in Huronia; it is possible that when the

Laurentian Indians abandoned the St. Lawrence they migrated to

the Georgian Bay or joined related tribes in that region. The name
given to the peninsula of Gaspe is identical with Gahouendo the

Huron name for Christian Island.

The first Frenchman in the Georgian Bay, Etienne Brule, ar-

rived in the Huron country in 1610 as a boy of eighteen and for

twenty years lived among the Hurons like one of themselves, explor-

ing the interior from the mouth of the Susquehana River to Lake
Superior. The astrolabe which formerly belonged to Dr. Fred Starr

and was dug up on the Christian Island bears the date 1598 which
connects it directly with Champlain who probably acquired it in that

year, the date of his first entry into the service of the King of

Spain; he seems to have bought a new instrument in 1603 when
he began his discoveries in America and probably gave the old one
to Brule when he commissioned him to make explorations.

Brule was killed and devoured by the Indians in 1632; his

remains lie buried near the mouth of Penetanguishene Bay; the

Christian Island astrolabe shows signs of rough usage.

The expulsion of the Hurons and the kindred tribes of the

Petuns and Neutrals left the region between Lakes Ontario, Erie

and Huron empty of inhabitants and under the domination of the

Iroquois. The latter had been provided with guns and ammunition
by the Dutch on the Hudson who were ambitious to enjoy the profits

of the fur trade. The Iroquois soon had villages on the north shore

of Lake Ontario but did not occupy Huronia. The survivors of the

Hurons, the Petuns and the Neutrals banded together and after

wandering as far as the Mississippi settled at Cheguamegon on the

south shore of Lake Superior; later they settled at Michilimackinac

and a scanty remnant of five hundred were persuaded by Cadillac

to remove to the neighborhood of Detroit when it was founded in

1703.

At the time of the conquest of Canada there was a trading post

in Matchedash Bay, dependent for supplies on the important centre

at Michilimackinac. Multitudes of voyageurs and traders used the

overland portage trail from the mouth of the Humber on Lake On-
tario to Lake Simcoe and thence via the Severn to the Georgian
Bay. Two and possibly three left their names along the shore:

Etienne Campion and one of the Sanssouci family; it has been
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suggested that Jean Orillat gave his name to the Narrows at Orillia

;

his widow applied for land from Lord Dorchester in 1788.

All these things are events of long ago; and of great interest

to those who like to muse on the past. I shall conclude with the

mention of some less generally known facts about the Huron coun-

try. The first book to be written in Ontario was published in Paris

in 1643; it was a devotional work called Affectus Amatoris Jesus

Christi and was written in Latin by Father Chastelaine at Fort Ste.

Marie; only two or three copies are in existence. Anne of Austria

the Queen of Louis the XIII sent to Canada a special bell for the

chapel at Ossossane; the fragments of this interesting relic were
dug up on Christian Island and are now in The Royal Ontario Mu-
seum. Some years ago while examining the papers of the late Mme.
Folschi del Bosc, one of Canada's most brilliant researchers, the

writer came across transcriptions of old documents relating to the

Huron country; one contained full details of a grant to the Huron
Mission made in 1638 by Cardinal Richelieu entitled: Armand Jean
du Plessis Cardinal due de Richelieu donation aux peres Jesuites de
la mission aux Hurons en la Nouvelle france d'une rente de 1,000

livres tournois 26 avril 1638; the second transcription was even
more interesting and possibly the earliest grant to education in

America, a document of some 14 pages entitled: Pierre Daniau
ecuyer Sieur de Saint Gilles demeurant a Paris rue de Barres paroise

St. Gervais donation a la maison ou college des religieux de la

Compagnie de Jesus, dite de Sainte Marie etablie au pays des Hurons
en la Nouvelle France d'une rente de 1250 livres tournois et de
sommes d'argent—aout 14, 1646.

An old cannon of unusual construction also recovered some
years ago at Christian Island was for a long time in the Public

Library in Penetanguishene. Transported with infinite toil up the

Ottawa and down the Georgian Bay past our shores nothing is

known about this ancient relic. On one face of its octagonal breech
it has incised the inscription Le G.C., and underneath the date 1630,

above this is what seems to be a ducal or royal crown. Father
Ragueneau was the Superior of the mission when it was destroyed

in 1650. One reads in Fouqueray's History of the French Jesuits

volume 5, p. 202 : Le jeun due y (Bruges) arriva au mois du decembre
1629 at fut loge avec ses precepteurs et domestiques dans la maison
de Jacques coeur tout pre du College Sainte Marie, ou il fit sa

premiere apparition le 2 Janvier 1630. II entra en quatrieme dont
le P. Ragueneau, futur apotre du Canada etait professeur. It is

known that Ragueneau appealed to the Great Conde for assistance;

is it not probable that this old gun is connected in some way with the

most eminent soldier of the seventeenth century in France?
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Sparks From the Bonfire

The following reminiscences have

been contributed by the members
whose name is attached to each:

MRS. JOYCE KERR RANKIN
In the summer of 1914, I decided

to wear my Havergal gym bloomers
at Go Home. Mrs. Chant came over

and formally registered a protest

with mother. Joyce should not wear
the bloomers to the dock: it was posi-

tively indecent. The said bloomers
made of 8 yds. of serge!

About the same time something
else—which reflects the strong feeling

of property rights which has always
existed up here. Earl Willmott was
spending so much time at oUr house
it was a matter of public comment.
He hit upon the idea of laying out

an overland route from their house
to ours and painted red arrows on
the rock. Big Island being the shape
it is, the trail approaching the isth-

mus passed across the Burwash pro-

perty. At that year's annual meet-
ing Dr. Willmott as secretary, my
Dad being president, read a formal
letter of protest from Dr. Burwash
reporting that someone had "located

a highway" across his property and
demanding an investigation. The pre-

sident assured the meeting that the
complaint would be given his personal
attention and suitable action would
be taken. This I think was the first

of the painted trails in the area al-

though many now exist on Big Island.

Old Pete Laforge sold mother po-
tatoes at about twice the city price.

She attempted to reason with him
You pay no shop rent, or clerks or
delivery boys, Pete; why is the price

so high?" "I grow 'em." He also

explained why the price he charged
for wood varied, one family always

getting it cheaper. "That is O.K. I

know he don't give much money.
Voila, Peter he don't give much
wood."
At the Sunday night song ser-

vices, we all drifted around behind
Bensley's Island each holding on to

the next boat, until finally the group
grew so large, they would be singing

a different hymn at each end to the
great confusion of those in the
middle who could hear both."

Prof. J. C. Robertson called my at-

tention to the wide window in his

living room a few years ago. He told

me it was one of the storm windows
from S.P.S. Apparently they were
the kind which had no provision for

winter ventilation. The spring the

earliest cottages were built by Joe
Nault, Dean Galbraith shipped up all

the old storm sash from S.P.S. which
was incorporated into many of the
houses. When winter approached
and the time drew near to put on the
said sash it was not to be found

—

which after all wasn't so surprising
for who would look up here? How-
ever it solved very neatly the prob-
lem of hermetically sealed class

rooms in S.P.S. Perhaps that is what
helped to produce so many rugged
engineers.

Sincerely,

Joyce Rankin.
Go Home
Sunday, July the twenty-fifth.

& ^ £

MRS. ANNIE M. BONNER
On New Year's, 1895, I came with

my newly acquired husband to live

in Collingwood, Ontario, where said

husband had been teaching for nearly

a year in the Collegiate Institute.

We soon became acquainted with the
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family of John Birnie, Junior, an able

lawyer there. He was the owner of

a sailing vessel called the Lalla Rookh
and it had been their custom for some
years to take his whole family and a
few friends mostly from Toronto on a
yacht trip among the Islands to the

North.
Mr. Birnie had done a good deal

of legal work for the Indians on
Christian Island and they had recipro-

cated by giving him permission to

build a summer home on the Island

about a half-mile from the Light-

house there. So it was the custom
to have a tug take the people and the

supplies for the yacht trip from Col-

lingwood to the Island, whence the

party would start out as soon as the

boat could be loaded — The Indian

Chief, John Menague, was engaged
to sail the boat and prepare the

meals.

In 1895 we were late in getting
away from Christian Island, so the

Indian decided to pitch our tent on
what later became the Biological

Island, on the North side — The mos-
quitoes were so bad we called the
Island "Niblets"—In the morning be-

fore we set sail Mr. Frank Wrinch,
one of our number, who had been
there before, took us to see "the
giant's kettles," as the present occup-
ant of High Rock had not yet appear-
ed—Even at that time, there was no
savory stew in these kettles. We
were told the only other formation of

that kind in Ontario, was in the Gode-
rich district—So I have said "Before
Go Home was, I was"—The trip of
the Lalla Rookh was repeated by us
in 1896, 1897, and 1898.

In 1898 we found ourselves on
our return trip to the Christians,

very short of bread and one of our
number said — The University of
Toronto has a camp at the Go Home
River and they have a club house
there and I believe they would let us
have what bread we need. So one
beautiful day we sailed gaily into

Fenton's Bay, about 2 p.m. It was
the time of the Siesta and no one was
in view when we reached the dock.

But just then, there appeared a hand-
some young man with rumpled hair,

in very advanced attire — trousers
only to the knees—"bicycle pants,"

I think they were called and rock
shoes—A Toronto lady of our com-
pany, who boasted a camera—a real

boast in those days—exclaimed—"Oh!
there's Professor Loudon—Let me get

a snapshot of him. His wife is so

particular. I'd just like to show her
how he looks now" — She got the

snapshot — and we got 16 loaves of

bread. Several people gathered around
our boat—and Professor Fraser came
over from the adjacent Island. When
he saw me, who had been his student

at the University—he asked me to

accompany him in his rowboat to his

home to see Mrs. Fraser, who had
been so kind to all his students while
they were at the University.

One of the events of the earlier

years was when Peter La Forge
presented "de Beel". Early one spring

the Pakenhams and the Firths took
train from Toronto to Bala and came
down from there by canoe to the

Chutes—On their way down they call-

ed at La Forge's and got both milk
and cream. While here the Dean had
an axe repaired— When Peter came
with the "beel" the Dean said —
"Peter you have made a mistake"

—

"Oh, no! Mr. Pakenham I never make
the mistake — Mr. Langford said to

me once the same and I said—"No I

never make the mistake" and he said

"Oh! yes, you did— You have not
charged me for enough milk" — So
Mr. Pakenham said—"But Peter you
have not charged me for the axe"

—

"Oh! said Peter — De axe is in de
creme"!
A puzzling addition to "de beel"

used to be "legs." This he explained
as standing for legumes—vegetables.

On one occasion Peter reported
that one of his boys had been very ill

through the night and he had had to

come for Dr. Wishart. Mr. Paken-
ham said to him: "Why didn't you
call for Dr. Chant?—"Oh!" said Peter—"he is one of them 'no account'

Doctors"—(Ph.D.)
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Others may have told of the Sun-
day service on Mr. Fraser's Island

—

As it was about time to dismiss the

congregation, rain came on and the

minister, Dr. Douglas Fraser, I think,

said—"We shall now sing the Doxol-

ogy — 'Praise God from whom all

blessings flow'" (They were pepper-

ing down)—By this time many had
got under the house—a wide open

space—So the answering refrain was
"Praise him all people here below"

—

With the last couplet the congrega-

tion dispersed."

% & %
GRANT ROBERTSON

I think it was in 1915 that Presi-

dent Falconer visited Go Home for a
couple of days and was storm-stayed

when the steamer was held up by
a three-day blow. As he had to keep
an important appointment it became
necessary to paddle him up to Bala.

Later a certain amount of legend

grew up about this trip. One tradi-

tion had it that the President took

his steamer trunk with him and wore
a tall silk hat."

% % %
MRS. FRED HARRISON

In the early days a cow was kept
on the Wallace beach to supply the

needs of Burwash Basin, a lonely cow
that followed people around for com-
panionship even to getting into the

boats! Consternation reigned when
Mrs. Burwash, the milk maid, had to

go to town. Who was to milk the

cow? Mrs. Sutherland was elected

and proceeded with the task while

someone held the cow's tail, another
fanned it and a third offered it a bran
mash or whatever it is that cows eat.

Music also may have been provided
with camp songs. Borden's had noth-

ing on them.
How shocked we were in the early

days when the boys came to take us
out sailing—barefooted.

"Tiny Tim" a young canary pre-

sented to Mrs. Fenton was beginning

to twitter and trill very nicely—all

looked forward to a successful con-

cert season— but one morning Mrs.

Fenton appeared at the dock — de-

manding, 'What do I do now, Tiny
Tim has laid an eggl f

One of the finest memories of Go
Home is the wonderful co-operation

and help given when there is serious

trouble. Although absent when our
cottage burned down, the neighbours
from near and far rushed to the scene

to fight the fire and to salvage what-
ever was possible, at great risk to

themselves. On our arrival, we were
met with many offers of help of every
kind. Such kindness and friendliness

is long remembered and appreciated."

& & Ug

GREGORY CLARK
There has always been a sort of

inertia about the young people at Go
Home. But on one occasion in 1913,

the whole teen-age community was
united. Whose scheme it was nobody
recalls. But here is what happened.
As the Str. Waubic backed out from
the Go Home dock one crowded Sat-

urday afternoon, a canoe paddled by
a lady in a print dress and large pic-

ture hat came excitedly and tippily

out from the back of Pig Island.

From the way she waved her paddle

and gesticulated wildly, it was appar-
ent the lady had missed the steamefr

and was trying to signal it to stop

for her.

But the Waubic was a very profes-

sional ship and kept right on backing
towards Wishart's cottage. The en-

tire wharf was electrified — largely

because nobody recognized the lady

in the canoe. Her spectacular be-

havior was not characteristic of Go
Home.
When she had 100 per cent atten-

tion from the crowded wharf and the
crowded deck of the Waubic, the lady

in the canoe stood up—and promptly
capsized the canoe.

A gasp of horror had hardly time
to rise from both sets of spectators

when a remarkable thing happened.
Every boy on the Go Home dock,

from ten to eighteen years of age,

leaped into the water and started to

swim valiantly to the lady's rescue.

It was a stirring thing to see. Every
able bodied boy and youth to the
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number of between thirty and forty

all hit the water at the same instant.

Among the elders, Alex MacGreg-
or, who had just disembarked from
the steamer, was the first to take ac-

tion with a boat. Alex, with a cry of

encouragement, leaped into his row-
boat and rowed furiously, passing all

the boys flailing in the water, to res-

cue the half drowned lady, who, turn-

ing a richly freckled face up to the

rescuer, proved to be Grant Robert-

son.

Somebody on the Waubic, on arriv-

al at Parry Sound that night, gave
the story of the gallantry of the
youth of Go Home to the newspapers.

"I was not chosen," says Grant
Robertson, "for the prominent part I

had because of any special talent. I

just volunteered for it because it look-

ed as if it would involve less effort

than swimming fifty yards clad in the
turtle neck sweaters, shoepacks, etc.,

that the young bloods wore to the
dock in those days. I have always
felt rather guilty about the long swim
I gave you fellows. But there was
no choice. My disguise was hastily
improvised and would not stand close

inspection."

& & %
DON FRASER

The Masonic served the club in the
earliest years. She was a tug plying
the shores of Georgian Bay out of
Penetanguishene, used chiefly for
towing booms of logs. Her profile

was unique, a nautical museum-piece
—narrow, with funnel towering above
the deck, bow high and cut about 5
ft. above the water, making an
angle of 45° with the water line. She
presented a very top heavy appear-
ance and steaming through the chan-
nel presented a warlike and majestic
outline which belied her close inspec-
tion. As was common at the time her
boilers were fired with wood. My
childhood memory of her length gives
her 40 ft. but my estimate may be
very wide of the mark. The very
unnautical skipper was one Gidley,
brother of the boat builder. He stood

over six feet, had a deeply bronzed
sun-furrowed face and an outsized
Adam's apple. The Masonic unload-
ed at the rock in front of the Club
House where the judges for the re-

gatta sagely and sometimes inconse-

quentially make their decisions at the
impossibly long finish line. On one
occasion the Masonic delivered a rose-

wood square piano at the Frasers'

Wharf. As the years rolled on the

curved legs with their shiny overhang
served to discourage even the most
adventurous of mice from reaching

the mattresses piled high on top. Fin-

ally the mice triumphed and on quiet

nights faint etherial music, the best

the old patriarch could offer, could be

heard emerging from the interior.

During the first year of the club

the Masonic was expected to make
one trip per week at about 10-12 dol-

lars. On one occasion no supplies or

mail reached the colony for two
weeks. In order to obtain supplies

E. C. Jeffrey (later Prof, of Botany,

Harvard Univ.) whose house stands

opposite the Starks, set out alone to

row to Penetang. The mission was
accomplished in the blistering heat of

a calm day.

The oldest mark, dating from the

first year, is a 5 ft. length of 2 x 4

nailed to the top of one of the two
or three tallest pines at the club house

site. On this was nailed an impro-

vised flag of blue and white bunting.

Small tatters could be seen for twenty
years; now the scantling only re-

mains. Arthur Douglas who with

Herbert Loudon (a nephew of W. J.)

were the heroes of the young fry,

carried out what seems to me now
the very hazardous manoeuvre. These

two young men captured in the club

house bay an enormous snapping

turtle which when prodded with the

barrel of a shot gun left a lasting

dent with its powerful jaws.

John Hill was the cook. His cook-

house stood on the site of the present

club boat-house. He was an Irish-

man with jet black hair parted in the

midline and all complete with handle-

bar moustache. Cookies and blueberry
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pie were the only products of his art

that linger in the memory of the

young fry of the time.

The whole camp was turned inside

out in search for Mary Ballantyne
and Don Fraser. John Hill had told

the frantic parents that he had seen

the children make through the chan-
nel to the bay beyond. The vanished
children had been specifically enjoined

to remain in the club bay which in-

junction was meticulously observed
by disappearing for many hours
among the reeds of the marsh at the
south end.

The dining table first used long be-

fore the club house was completed
consisted of three unplaned inch

boards nailed together to fashion a
table set under the pines just north
and west of the club house rock. In
this setting Prof. James Mavor dis-

tinguished himself by asking for the
cream for his oatmeal, when only
black-strap was available, and a lux-

ury.

The naming of Pig Island was
simple and realistic. A number of

small pigs were set loose to forage
for themselves on rattlers and the
like. The pigs served as food at the
end of the season.

The club house site can be a hot
box in a quiet season. In order to

encourage a draught of air a wide
swath was laboriously cut across Pig
Island just 40 ft. south of the diving
board. The scheme was not particu-

larly successful. The scar has almost
disappeared.

The extraordinary lack of knowl-
edge of the water and its ways on
the part of the pioneers stands out in

my memory, particularly well illus-

trated by the following. Professor
W. H. Fraser and Prof. James Ballan-

tyne doubtless reasoned that a life

boat would in the nature of things be
the safest possible craft and accord-

ingly purchased one. This was of

the conventional type, high sides, long
straight bladed sweeps, bung in bot-

tom and like as not complete with
water tanks fore and aft. A trial

run with the young children was

made up the river toward the nar-
rows. The west wind freshened and
proved altogether too much for the
two sweeps. Had a child fallen over-

board he would have drowned as ef-

fectively as if he had been lost at sea
since the lifeboat could not be man-
oeuvred by the crew.
The Maud D(avidson) a powerful

well designed tug took over from the
Masonic.

Prof. James Mavor's small cottage,
built at the beach at the main club
wharf and for years vacant, came to

its end in a literal blaze of glory. A
raft was made, the house on top and
set ablaze in the middle of the bay
amid blood curdling whoops and gun
fire (Billy and Grant Fletcher.)

In the early days when the pace
of life was slower than now, one
of the social fixtures was the Sunday
evening sing-song, or more reverent-
ly expressed, service of praise. The
custom held for several years. The
boats would gather before sundown
in the bay—perhaps 10-20 rowboats
and canoes. Well known hymns were
sung under the leadership of Prof.

J. C. Robertson. Gradually the cus-

tom flagged and the boats became
fewer. A friendly rivalry among the
Wesleyans continued for a few sea-

sons, but the spirit was weak and the
sing songs are now a nearly forgot-

ten memory.

One of the most colourful charac-

ters in the early days was Dr. James
Richardson, Professor of Anatomy.
He celebrated his 80th birthday at Go-
Home. He lived under canvas and
cooked in the open. His camp site was
50 yards east of J. C. Robertson's
present boat house. Dr. R. was a pipe
smoker and one of his practical

schemes, of which he had many, was
to glue a piece of sandpaper to a
convenient part of his trousers for

striking matches. He spent many
hours in carving beautiful paper
knives from red cedar. They were
sanded and finally oiled with butter.

He was perhaps the only camper who
made sourdough flapjacks. An open
tin pail with his mix of flour, sugar
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and water was hung on a tree in the

sun. It sometimes happened that a

week or so would elapse before an ex-

pected random wild-yeast spore would
find its way to the surface of Dr. R.'s

pail. This augured well for the pur-

ity of Georgian Bay air. He was a

firm believer in the beneficial powers
of good whisky. On one occasion he

put an exhausted 9/10 dead rock bass

in a waterfilled crevice to which he

added an appropriate amount of

whisky. The revival was magical. At
the campfires Dr. R.'s one song was
a negro melody—Clar de Kitchen. We
all knew the song and joined heartily

in the refrain "Clar de kitchen, old

folks, young folks, ole Virginia never

tire."

At the campfires everyone contrib-

uted his song. No new songs were
expected from the oldsters. The fol-

lowing is, I believe, a correct list of

persons and their songs.

J. Gibb Wishart—One fish ball.

W. H. Fraser—Mush, mush, and
Sheep, sheep.

Agnes Riddell — Alive, alive, oh!

Eng. fishmonger's song.

J. C. Robertson—An Irish Drinking
Song (I don't suppose J. C. ever tast-

ed a drink) Gora ma kree macoushla.

J. A. Macdonald (Globe) — Carry
the lad that's born to be king.

James Ballantyne—Old King Cole.

Mrs. Ballantyne — The old arm
chair.

Repetition of these songs did not

detract from their popularity.

An interesting test was carried out

by W. J. Loudon and Wilton Morse
about 1902 in the first 12 foot sailing

dinghy designed and skippered by
Morse. During a 3 day blow these

two set out to determine whether
the new craft would capsize or break
her mast. Neither happened, which
added much to the well merited pride

of the designer.

For a few years the members of

the Iron City Fishing Club continued
to come to Go-Home setting up their

camp on Madawaska Club property
on the location commonly known as
the Pittsburg Camp. At one time

there were 100 tents. A baseball
match was arranged between the two
clubs. Baseball is not Canada's na-
tional game!
The present generation is as good

or better than any, but the young
parents of today have an easier time
at Go-Home than their parents had
in the care of their infants. Some
twenty-six years ago the Don Frasers
thought nothing of bringing their 5
mos. old baby to spend the summer
under canvas, relying on the mother
for the milk supply and the father for
the washing.

Prof. Fraser was proficient in the
art of hair cutting. On one occasion
Staunton Wishart came along to have
a much needed hair cut with 10 cents
clutched in his hand.

% £ %
MRS. GRACE KEANE ABBOTT
The pulpit used in the outdoor

church services at Go Home was
made by hand by Dr. Albert H. Ab-
bott, and presented to the Club some-
time about 1932. The first church ser-

vice on the Biological Island was held
on July 22, 1917.

About the year 1910, Douglas, the
ten-year-old nephew of Mrs. Abbott,
was rowing up the channel between
Wilson's and Abbott's cottages, when
he saw a glitter in the water, near
the shore. After securing a rake,

Douglas and Dr. Abbott returned to

the spot, and carefully fished up a
ship's compass. After further grop-
ing, the metal mounting of the com-
pass was secured. Today that com-
pass with its mounting ornaments the

desk of Douglas E. Perriton, who is

with the Dominion Bridge Company
of Montreal. Mr. Fenton (Frank's
father), remembers that a freighter

had gone aground several miles up
the shore years before—and the as-

sumption is that the compass belong-

ed to that wrecked freighter.

In 1919, bad forest fires extending
from near Darling's to the Chutes
threatened Go Home houses. Serious-

ly threatened were Fenton's and Rid-

dell's houses, during the week of
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Aug. 4th. The fires practically ended
by Aug. 15th.

A wedding was held at Go Home
Aug. 7th, 1930—when Kathleen H.

Abbott and James A. Bartlett were
married and Dr. Firth was the of-

ficiating minister. Dr. Firth made a
special trip down to the Parliament
Buildings in Toronto to make sure

his license for performing the mar-
riage ceremony was in good order.

It was, I believe, the third time he
had had occasion to use it.

V£ J£ J&

JOHN S. GALBRAITH
My father, Dr. John Galbraith,

was born in the year 1846. This
means that he was 52 when the Mad-
awaska Club finally came to rest at

Go-Home Bay in 1898. So far as I

know he paid his first visit to Georg-
ian Bay in the year 1872, and during
the period between '72 and '98 he
was a constant visitor and familiar-

ized himself with details of the area
lying between Midland and Parry
Sound.
Among his companions who enjoy-

ed this kind of life, were Dr. Spencer,

Dr. Richardson and Dr. Primrose. My

mother and he spent their honeymoon
on Governor's Island and of that
occasion Dr. Primrose, who was
camping on a nearby island, told me
the following story.

My father and his bride were out
sailing in a canoe and a gust of

wind overturned it. My mother be-

came entangled in the sail and the

sheet. According to Dr. Primrose the
remarkable feat about this incident

was that my father was not only

able to keep my mother's chin above
water but he was able to keep his

pipe going for the hour which elapsed
before they were rescued.

In 1872 there were great 'doings'

in the Midland area; that was the

year the Midland Railway was being
built. That railway was promoted by
the late Baron Hugel and was en-

gineered by my father. As you know,
this railway originated near Port

Hope and was projected along a line

paralleling the waterways which were
later connected to form the Trent
Valley Canal System. The northern
terminus of this railway was to be
called the City of Midland, in honour
of the railway.

The Sunday Services

FOR THE FIRST SIX YEARS of the period covered by this

account the Sunday Services were held on Madawaska Island.

At first the grove adjacent to the Pavilion was frequently used but

gradually the underbrush and poison-ivy, which had once been clear-

ed away, invaded the grove and its approaches; and always a wet
Saturday or Sunday made it necessary to hold the service in the

Pavilion. In time the use of the grove ceased.

The dock at Madawaska Island was so damaged by the winter

of 1928-29 that the Island could no longer be used for the Services

owing to lack of docking space. Dr. and Mrs. Firth at once offered

the use of their lawn if the weather were fine ; otherwise their wide,

enclosed verandahs and their livingroom with its piano would wel-

come the gathering. Here for the next seventeen years the meetings

continued in surroundings quite ideal for Sunday Services. There
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followed a year when, in the absence of Mrs. Firth, the Services

were held on the site of the old Clubhouse. The next year Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Galbraith, having succeeded Mrs. Firth in ownership, in-

vited the Services back, an invitation which the Committee gratefully

accepted.

3fa jfHemortam

1914 - 1918

Harold Morton Groves
Killed in action at Passchendaele,

Oct. 25th, 1917

Frederic Gustavus Stupart
Killed in action at retaking of Regina Trench,

Oct. 21st, 1916

W. H. Victor Van der Smissen
Killed in action at Mount Sorel,

June 13th, 1916

Robert Douglas Galbraith
Died after discharge, in part from disabilities

incurred in service,

Sept. 12th, 1920

1939 - 1945

James Murray Clark
Killed in action at Cap Gris Nez, France,

September 17, 1944

Clare W. Kinton
Killed on active service, at Invergordon, Scotland,

November 26, 1944

William Lawton Ridout
Killed in action at Alor Star, Malaya,

December 13, 1941.

Edward Wilson Wallace
Missing after air operations, defence of Malta,

October 16, 1942.
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